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2.

Introduction
This Stewardship Plan describes the natural and physical resources of the

Aprovecho land trust and articulates specific actions for the restoration, maintenance, and
enhancement of the mosaic of forests, woodlands, meadows, and waterways that makes
up the site. It is intended to be a multifunctional document, used not only as a guide for
the residential stewards, responsible for the daily tending of the Aprovecho property, but
also as a model for other land-based projects seeking to outline regenerative management
objectives for their sites throughout the Pacific Northwest. It is also meant to be a
learning tool, used to facilitate ongoing education on Aprovecho’s site. Additionally, this
plan is intended to identify specific priorities for research, education, and demonstration
in the context of land-care on the property. Finally, the plan identifies opportunities for
funding conservation measures, restoration projects, and research and demonstration
initiatives outlined in the plan.
This plan is a 10-year update of existing forest and land stewardship plans. It
seeks to incorporate, expand, specify, and update these documents and as applicable,
elements of these former plans have been incorporated into this document.
3.

Stewardship Goals and Objectives
● Increase biodiversity and ecosystem health through:
○

Maintaining and enhancing in channel watershed function and
connection to off channel riparian habitat.

○

The upkeep and establishment of meadow, hardwood, and conifer
habitats.

○

Maintain and enhance oak woodlands and savannas.

○

The restoration and establishment of off channel aquatic habitats
and summer drinking water sources.

○

Regeneration of soil and water resources across the site.
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● Improve resilience to fire and disease as well as stresses brought about by climate
change through
○

Increasing landscape scale plant and animal species diversity while
focusing on retaining resilient and beneficial species that mitigate
the effects of pests and disease.

○

Implementing regenerative agriculture, forestry, and agroforestry
practices that support a holistic approach to increasing soil organic
matter and vegetative cover.

○

Establishment of a sustainable on-site source of water for potable,
non-potable and firefighting purposes.

○

Development of a property-wide firefighting capacity that
includes road access, gravity fed water sources, and management
of fire resilient farm and forest landscapes.

● Achieve a synthesis of farm self-sufficiency and land health through the
development of animal, water, crop, and infrastructures systems that support the
ecological wellbeing of the site while providing economic sustainability and a
high quality of life for the residents through
○

Providing a basis for developing programmatic education and
research priorities for all vegetation types and management units.

○

Developing a framework for targeting grant-funding opportunities
for all vegetation types and management units.

○

Developing a detailed picture of the site, its various habitat types,
their management priorities, and opportunities for further
development; into which more detailed economically and socially
generative farm and forest management agreements can be
developed with residential and regional partners.

○

Generating a timber harvest plan that balances economic and
ecological outcomes for the next ten years.
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• Part I •
Aprovecho Descriptions
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4.

Land Use History
Aprovecho is within the ancestral territory of the Southern bands of the Kalapuya

People (now organized as part of the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde). For over
8,000 years, the tribes of the Willamette basin actively managed the land through
controlled burning, digging, coppicing, and propagation. These horticultural practices
maintained a range of plant and animal assemblages for food, medicine, and craft
materials. Prior to European settlement, the Kalapuya population was large and
management was extensive with fire employed on an annual basis at the watershed scale
from the valley floor to upwards of 5,000 feet elevation into the huckleberry belt in the
Cascade Mountains. At this time, given the extent of fire management in the Valley
uplands, Aprovecho’s watershed was most likely dominated by oak savanna and
woodlands. To this day, oak seedlings and their plant associates (tarweed, camas, yampa,
cats ears) appear in the forest understory and suggest a historic savanna type habitat
throughout sections of the watershed including Aprovecho’s South and West facing
slopes. It can be said that humans have been a “keystone species” given their sustained
management of ecosystems and species, some of which are presently on the brink of
extinction throughout the Pacific Northwest.
Although no signs of permanent native settlement have been found on
Aprovecho’s land, many arrowheads have been found on site. Nearby dense stands of
tarweed and camas suggest remnant intensively tended patches within the valley. Surely
Aprovecho’s land was tended as part of a larger bioregional land base of the Kalapuya
people.
Disease began to take its toll on the tribes of the Northwest in the early 1500s as
malaria, smallpox and other illnesses spread across the continent from the explorations of
colonists in the East and Spanish exploration up the Pacific Coast. The extent of this
impact can be read in the cessation of annual fire intervals and the appearance of low
elevation Douglas fir forests throughout the valley; both signifiers of a sharp decline in
land management across the region. By 1849, the population of the tribes of the
Willamette basin had dropped to approximately 600 people as a consequence of both
conflict and disease. Indigenous burning was outlawed in 1850. In 1855, a treaty ceded
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the entire drainage area of the Willamette river to the US government and 27 tribes began
to be relocated to the Grand Ronde reservation outside of Salem.

By 1900, the

population at Grand Ronde had dropped to approximately 300 individuals. In 1954, the
Western Oregon Indian Termination Act terminated the tribal status of all remaining
Kalapuya descendants. Tribal status was finally restored through the Confederated Tribes
of the Grand Ronde in 1983 and the Confederated Tribes of the Siletz in 1977.
The beginning of the fur trade in the late 1700s marks the second major event in
the landscape history of the region. Beginning in 1821, The Hudson Bay Company
carried out a policy of beaver extermination throughout the Columbia River basin,
seeking to maximize its profits amidst the prospect of American Settlement of the West
while dissuading American trappers from having incentive to enter the Oregon territory.
The company focused its efforts on the Willamette basin in 1825. By 1900 beavers were
nearly extinct in the Pacific Northwest. The impact of the sudden eradication of beavers
from the watershed led to significant changes in the hydrology and structure of stream
channels as ancient beaver terraced headwater streams lost their dams, drained their
sediment, and formed permanent down-cut channels. Other events, such as the regionwide poisoning of Pacific lamprey and extensive flood control projects in the 1950s
contributed significantly to the alteration of the regions waterways and riparian habitat.
The first logging occurred in the Coast Fork in the late 1800s. Aprovecho’s forest
was first cut around the turn of the century and again in the late 1940s. A series of skid
trails radiate out from the main garden site, which was used as a landing at that time.
Drainages were also used for log transport and added significantly to the degradation of
stream systems. The impact of logging is often seen to have culminated in the flood of
1964 when record rainfall carried topsoil and debris out of the recently cleared uplands
leaving channelized and downcut drainages downstream. Following this event, many
headwater creeks, were converted from year-round to seasonal streams. Major tributaries
like nearby Mosby Creek were scoured to bedrock and washed out of more than 10 feet
of sediment and spawning gravels. By the late 1970s most of the mature forest was
cleared from the upper sections of the watershed. This forest, although clearly conifer
dominated by the 1940s was likely had many remnant oaks.
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Grazing and agriculture were largely underway throughout the Willamette basin
by 1860. The Martin and Turpin families established the first homesteads on Calico
Creek by the late 1800s. Aprovecho’s property was located just up-stream from these two
homesteads and was likely utilized foe livestock grazing at this time. The first survey on
record for Aprovecho’s property dates to 1912. The property was managed as part of a
larger ownership for crops and livestock through the early part of the 19th century and
likely was subdivided into smaller ownerships from that time on. The earliest aerial
photograph on record dates to 1941 and gives a glimpse of the habitat and land use at this
time. The landcover in the uplands of the calico creek basin at this time was primarily
mature mixed conifer forest with scattered meadow openings and intermixed oak and
other hardwoods. A series of grazed meadows, clearly maintained as open range by
grazing and agriculture are seen to reach up into the steeper elevations of the watershed.
At this time, the land to the West of Calico creek on Aprovecho land, as well as the
property immediately to the East was part of this grazed mosaic. The eastern section of
Aprovecho’s property consisted of scattered oak and conifer at this time.
In 1972, Douglas Wallace bought the property with the intention of establishing
an educational facility. He maintained a small sheep herd and constructed the lodge
above the lower orchard as a classroom space. Simultaneous to Mr. Wallace's time on the
property, Aprovecho was being conceived as a loosely affiliated group of sustainable
development practitioners and international aid workers. They had projects in a series of
countries including an urban research and demonstration site in Monroe Oregon. The
group began searching for a rural property in 1976 in order to further their research and
educational aims. By 1978, the group had increased in membership and refined its search
to Oregon. A 1981 excerpt from the publication News from Aprovecho specified the aims
of the land project:
•

To maintain a permanent home for Aprovecho members and their work.

•

To facilitate the demonstration and research of sustainable agriculture,
technology, architecture, and forestry.

•

To host long and short term trainees, apprentices, and courses.

•

To encourage local industries based on regional materials, energy supplies and
skills.
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•

To build connections between Oregon and the rest of the world.

•

To supply local public services that encourage a sustainable and cooperative
culture.

•

To carefully steward the land

A property was actively being searched for that met the following criteria:
•

Adequate drainage

•

Off the valley floor and out of the inversion layer of the valley bottom

•

A healthy environment for settlement

•

Below 2,000 feet elevation

•

Acreage for orchards and agroforestry projects

•

1-5 miles off the main highway

•

Mixed forest

•

Water supply

•

Slopes of varied directional exposures

•

5 acres agricultural suitability

•

Access to local community
In 1981, Aprovecho identified the present site. That same year it received a

$50,000 grant from the Tides Foundation and the Turtle Island Land Trust to fund the
purchase of the land and develop a land trust. Mr. Wallace sold the land to Aprovecho in
1982 with the understanding that education on methods of sustainable settlement would
continue on the site. One of the earliest workshops, a two part series of workshops in
sustainable woodland management carried out the first forest inventory for the property.
At the time, Aprovecho’s forest was approximately 25 years old. Some trees, many with
broken or forked tops, were left as seed trees and represented a separate age class in the
otherwise even aged forest. The forest was generally thick with a relatively high diversity
of species and habitat types. Some sections, in thick Douglas fir had upwards of 700
Douglas fir trees per acre with many dead standing trees. Other sections were more
species diverse, likely a combination of the aspect, the presence of residual seed in the
soil, and prior land use. Since this time the forest has been thinned to approximately 200
trees per acre. The same workshop also contributed to the first stewardship plan for the
site. The plan included a vegetation map and timber management plans for different
11

sections of the land. The site map from this project gives a good picture of the early
layout of the property.

Image 1:

Aprovecho Management Plan, 1983

The plan was updated substantially in 1985 when Aprovecho collaborated with
Mark Hughes, a graduate student from the University of Oregon Department of
Landscape Architecture. The pictures below shows another take on the vegetation types
on the site while the next shows general land use designations. Although these
designations and vegetation types have remained fairly similar over the decades, the
complexity of the site has been further captured by each successive plan while the
specific activities on sections of the land have changed and adapted over time.
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Images 2 & 3: Excerpts from Mark Hughes’ Plan, 1985
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In 1989, the title to the land transferred from Turtle Island to Agriculture and
Community Land Trust. Under the updated land trust arrangement, Aprovecho held the
deed to the land as the steward of the site. The Land Trust maintained a legal
"reversionary right" to the deed, able to step in if necessary to find a new stewardship
entity should Aprovecho not be able to continue its stewardship obligations. As a
component of this deed, Aprovecho produced its first Land Stewardship Plan. (See
Appendix 2) The goals and objectives, as well as the management principles outlined in
this contemporary plan are intended to be in line with the original intentions outlined in
the first Land Stewardship Plan and other historic site plans. The presence of a land
stewardship plan was and continues to be a prerequisite for Aprovecho’s right to hold the
deed to the property as the steward of the trust. Periodic updates to the plan are also
called for as part of the stewardship arrangement.
In the early 1990s, Aprovecho’s use of the site came into conflict with Oregon's
modern zoning laws when it became clear that a small village was operating on a parcel
of land zoned exclusively for industrial forest use. When the Aprovecho parcel was
created, there were not land division regulations or zoning regulations to govern its use.
Lane County did not adopt division regulations of this kind until March 26, 1975 and
zoning regulations until June 9, 1976, four years after Mr. Wallace began his educational
endeavors on the site. At this time, Aprovecho was zoned as Farm and Forest 20. It was
rezoned to Impacted Forest Land in 1984. Aprovecho applied for a conditional use permit
on July 28, 1994 and won the approval on April 17th 1996. This approval validated
Aprovecho’s land use by affirming that the use of the site for land-based education in
sustainability predated the zoning restrictions. This effectively grandfathered in this use
and further granted Aprovecho the right to establish a forest management and research
facility within a specified development area on the site.
Today, Aprovecho continues to manage its site to serve as an example of
regenerative human settlement in the Pacific Northwest and as a learning facility for
agroecology, ecological based forest management, technology, natural building, and
Permaculture. Numerous courses in Permaculture, appropriate technology, natural
building, regenerative land management, sustainable agriculture, water harvesting, and
agroforestry have been taught on site nearly every year since that time. The first cob
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house in North America and the first strawbale building in Oregon were constructed on
site and a significant amount of research in technologies and techniques in sustainable
human settlement has taken place. Perhaps most notable is the development of the rocket
stove design for fuel efficient cook stoves in developing countries. As a base of
operations, Aprovecho staff have run projects throughout the world including in the
Klamath Basin and Grand Ronde Oregon as well as throughout Europe, Africa, and
Central and South America. While the original founders no longer dwell on site, the
original intentions continue to be applied today and the vision of the land assisting a
larger shift toward sustainable human culture continues to be pursued.
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5

General Site Overview
The following section outlines elements that apply broadly to the whole site. In-

depth discussions for all habitats and management areas can be found in the following
sections.
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5.1

Boundaries
All property boundaries are currently identifiable through flagging and changes in

vegetation. Students worked with Abel Kloster to flag the property boundaries in the
winter of 2017. An official survey peg marks a quarter section corner in the Southeast
corner of the site. The property boundary proceeds N1º20’W 1,320 feet to encounter a
rebar stake at the Northeast corner. It then runs approximately 1,320 feet due West to it a
rebar stake with a rubber cap in the Northwest corner. It proceeds South for
approximately 1,320 feet at N0º10’W to encounter a survey peg set at the base of a metal
t-post in the Southwest corner. It then runs approximately 1,320 feet East to the first
survey peg in the Southeast corner.
5.2

Watershed
Aprovecho is located in the Calico Creek Watershed. Calico Creek is a

headwaters creek of the Coast Fork Willamette River Watershed. The Coast Fork is the
southern most high elevation section of the Willamette River, which charts a Northward
course through a 20-40 mile wide and 150 mile-long floodplain to its confluence with the
Columbia River near Portland Oregon. Calico Creek is made up of two first order
tributary streams and a second order stream. Aprovecho resides near the bottom of the
western 1st order tributary, just before it merges with the East fork to form the second
order reach of the creek. The total land area of the Calico Creek watershed is
approximately 2,000 acres and covers approximately 4.5 total stream miles.
5.3

Climate, Microclimate, and Geography
At the regional scale, Aprovecho lies within the Willamette Ecological Province.

This province is characterized by its maritime Mediterranean climate whose mild
temperatures and seasonal rainfall result in prolific plant growth while arid summers
produce unique plant assemblages adapted to extreme dry periods. Rainfall averages
(45.43 inches) have remained fairly consistent since the start of recordkeeping in 1916
but have fallen off consistently over the past decade. Recent rainfall averages have been
approximately 50% of normal while rainfall intensity has increased to upwards of 200%
of normal. Rainfall occurs primarily between mid October and mid May. Like other
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Mediterranean zones, oceanic high-pressure systems block incoming moisture during the
summer months creating a period of drought through this season. No specific climate data
exists for Aprovecho’s sub-basin.
At the landscape scale, Aprovecho’s position and topography create a set of
microclimate effects that contribute to the site level diversity of microclimates and
habitats. Placed at the Southern headwaters of the Willamette Watershed, the property
lies at a unique ecological boundary between three major watersheds: the Willamette, the
Siuslaw, and the Umpqua. The Umpqua is a climate analogous to the cork oak and sheep
ranching regions of Spain and Portugal; significantly warmer than most of the Willamette
Valley. The Siuslaw is a maritime Mediterranean climate with more oceanic moisture and
buffered temperatures than both the Willamette and Umpqua drainages. These three
watersheds constitute three distinct physiographic regions, each with a series of distinct
habitat types and variations on the Mediterranean climate theme. The land is a reflection
of its being in this transition zone. Although only 40 acres in total, both because of its
location in the region and because of its physical landform, the property is a rich mix of
aquatic habitats, riparian forest, stands of oak and ash hardwood forest, wet and upland
meadows, and mixed conifer forest. Finally, the Calico Creek watershed as a whole gets
significantly more winter sun than higher order streams at lower elevations. This is due
to the presence of a winter/spring inversion layer at the approximate 800-foot elevation
line. Often, when the Willamette floodplain is enshrouded by fog, Calico Creek is in full
sun. Together, the aspect, latitude and elevation result in the watershed having a warmer
climate with more solar inputs than most other parts of the Willamette Basin.
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Images 3 & 4: Aprovecho’s landscape position and topography contribute to its
microclimate and site level diversity
One of the essential qualities of the land is its placement at the center of a main
valley. The property acts as a corridor for air and animal movement into and out of the
upper reaches of the watershed. The general South-facing aspect of the watershed lends
its self to exaggerated summer valley wind systems driven by diurnal cycles of rising and
falling air masses. Hot air moves up valley throughout the day until it rushes back down
in the early evening. A steady flow of cold air moves down valley at night and carries
frost downslope, keeping it from settling as it does on the lower floodplains at the base of
the watershed.
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Image 5:

Aprovecho’s location in the primary valley of the calico creek
subdrainage.

At the site scale, the vegetation on either side of Aprovecho’s land reflects the
microclimate established by slopes that face Northeast and Southwest. The Northeast
slopes gain less solar radiation and tend to be cooler and more moist than the southwest
slopes which gain more solar radiation and are warmer and dryer. Northeast slopes have
more plants associated with the coast Siuslaw watershed including evergreen huckleberry
and salmonberry, both species quite uncommon this far west. The more dry Southwest
slopes have a mix of the Willamette and Umpqua vegetation but with some more unique
Southern Oregon species including manzanita and chinquapin.
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5.4

Geology, Landform, and Soils

The soil parent material for this site is seafloor sediment compressed over
geologic time into siltstone and sandstone bedrock. This bedrock emerged from the
ocean as the Juan de Fuca Plate spread Eastward and subducted below the North
American continental plate. The terrain is largely the product of this process and the
evolution of streams which have cut their way through the folded landscape over the span
of the last 50-60 million years. This evolution has led to a dendritic valley and ridge
geography with fractal like drainage networks. Aprovecho is located downslope of the
main ridge that forms the Willamette/Siuslaw Watershed divide. It is located on 5
primary ridges and 3 primary valleys that fall away from the main ridge. The three
seasonal tributaries within these valleys, converge on Calico Creek; one entering on the
21

west side of the creek and two on the east. The landform sets up a dynamic valley and
ridge geography, that provides ample opportunity to design road, water, and other
infrastructure to make best use of the geographic layout of the site. These details will be
discussed further in the Waterways and Access section below.
The soil types are in the Bellpine series and the Dixonville-Philomath-Hazelair
complex. These are colluvial soils, born by gravity and water to the base of hillslopes
over geologic time. Given the combination of high clay content, abundant water, and
occasional shallow nature of these soils, soil slumps and compaction are common. While
these can result as natural processes, logging activities, grazing, and other land uses can
lead to significant erosion and compaction.
The ridgelines and most sideslopes are in the the Dixonville-Philomath-Hazelaire
complex. Soil complexes have two or more soils in such an intricate pattern in the
landscape or so small in area that the soils cannot be delineated separately at the scale of
mapping. The complexes are named according to how much of each soil comprises the
complex, with the most predominant soil named first and the other soils named in
descending order. The typical profile of this soil is silty clay loam down to 14 inches,
silty clay from 14 to 26 inches, and weathered bedrock from 26 to 36 inches. Typical
depth to bedrock is 30 to 40 inches. This soil is both a low productivity agricultural soil
(land capability 4e) and a medium productivity forest soil (site index 109).
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Image 6:

A selection of clay soils from the Dixonville- Philomath
-Hazelair complex illustrates the complexity of the soil type.

Generally speaking, the drainages, the main development zone, and a number of
the sidelopes of the ridgelines are in the Bellpine soil series. This soil is found throughout
much of the Willamette Valley uplands. Its parent material is mudstone and sandstone
accumulated from upslope though mechanical weathering. Bellpine soils typically occur
in long semi-contour swaths along the toeslope of ridges where they have accumulated
through erosion over the ages. The typical profile of Bellpine soils is silty clay loam
down to 13 inches, silty clay down to 34 inches, and weathered bedrock down to 44
inches. The Bellpine soil type is listed by the Natural Resource Conservation Service as
site index 115. Site index indicates the average height, in feet, that dominant and codominant Douglas fir trees attain in 50 years on fully stocked, even-aged, unmanaged
stands. This number indicates a mixed Site Class of both II and III. Permeability of this
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soil is low and runoff is typically rapid. These soils are also prone to compaction. Soil
conservation measures should be undertaken to limit compaction and infiltrate runoff into
live vegetation on this soil.
The bedrock is located an average of 4 to 10 feet below the soil surface. Some
sections of the property, particularly on the hillslopes dropping down to the Calico Creek
floodplain, are extremely shallow. The bedrock often appears as fractured blocky
flagstone as close as a few inches to the surface before becoming solid.
6.

Cultural Resources and Special Sites
This site is within the historic range of the Kalapuya and Molalla Tribes. While

no physical archeological evidence has been found on the site, it is clear that the
Kalapuya People utilized this area. It is suggested that Aprovecho contact the State
Historic Preservation Office to conduct a full archeological analysis.
7.

Forest Health
7.1

Pests and Disease

Aprovecho has patches of trees affected by the grand fir engraver beetle, Scolytus
ventralis, and the Douglas fir engraver beetle, Dendroctonus pseudotsugae. Beetle killed
trees primarily occur on the edge of units 1, 3, and 14 and within riparian drainages.
Beetle kill is largely a drought response by trees unable to drive beetle larvae out of their
bark through their sap because of insufficient hydraulic pressure and water for sap
production.
A patch of honey fungus mushroom (Armillaria ostoyae) has ben identified in
unit 6 on Douglas fir. Armillaria ostoyae, parasitizes, colonizes, kills and decays the root
systems of various conifer hosts as well as many fruit trees and hardwood species. While
being a pathogen and tree-killer, Armillaria ostoyae can also maintain itself in dead
woody material for many years as a saprophyte.
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7.2

Invasive Species

This site is affected by significant patches of Himalayan blackberry in all riparian
drainages. They also occurs in forest openings and within the margins of meadows and
garden areas. Scotch broom occurs at the edge of meadows and to a limited degree within
the eastern forest units. Further discussion on invasive species management will be
discussed in section 9 below.
8.

Threatened and Endangered Species
There are no known threatened or endangered species on or adjacent to this site.

Conducting a comprehensive survey would be a valuable exercise in establishing a full
species list for the site.
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9.

Habitat Types and Management Unit Descriptions
The 16 management units outlined in this plan have been broken into a series of

overarching vegetation types. The rich mix of land use, solar aspects, upland and aquatic
zones, and changes in topography results in substantial variation in structure and
composition within each habitat type and thus require further delineation at the
management unit level. As part of this delineation, a stand volume and survey was
undertaken for all managed forest units and a comprehensive plant inventory was
conducted for each vegetation type. Both of these documents can be found in the
Appendix. Management unit prescriptions for each unit can be found in section 10
“Management Unit Prescriptions.”
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9.1

Mixed Conifer

Units 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 11, and 14

Aprovecho’s forest is broadly defined as a Douglas fir dominant forest type
characteristic of the coastal foothills of Oregon’s Southern Willamette Valley. Managed
previously as part of the short rotation commercial system, this forest is in a relatively
early stage of forest succession. Where historical stands were perpetuated for 200 to more
than 1,000 years, commercial forestlands are now commonly harvested every 60 years or
less. The goal for Aprovecho’s managed forest sections is to manage toward an oldgrowth forest type in the context of human management that obtains yields as a byproduct of forest regeneration. Old-growth mixed conifer forests are defined by plant
species composition, overstory tree age and size, and the forest structure. They include
characteristics such as a multi-layered tree canopy, shade-tolerant tree species growing in
the understory, large-diameter trees, and a high volume of dead wood, such as snags and
logs. Federal lands (primarily BLM) within the Coast Fork Watershed still contain
sections of mature and late successional forests, but these forests occur in a patchwork
surrounded by the much younger and simplified even aged forests managed on shorter
rotations to generate timber products. These younger forests still maintain their capacity
to become older forests, and as they proceed from open meadow to closed overstory, they
can often support many species. However, late successional forests support a wide array
of species, many of which require large patches of older or mature forests to survive and
may be sensitive to changes in the forest seral stage. The loss of old-growth forests in the
Coast Range since the beginning of the logging era in the 1850s is estimated to be greater
than 90 percent. Old-growth conifer forests are particularly important for wildlife,
mosses, and lichens. The Oregon Conservation Plan lists the red tree vole, northern
spotted owl, the Columbian white tailed deer, the American martin, ringtail, the Copes
giant salamander, the northern flying squirrel, coast range fawn lily, and Nelson’s
checkermallow as strategy species within this vegetation type.
Aprovecho’s forest was logged in the 1950’s and left to reproduce from on-site
seed. The most abundant age, therefore of the Douglas fir and associated species is
approximately 65 years. Presently, Aprovecho’s forest has passed the typical harvest age
range of managed forests in the coastal mountains. Prior to the 1970s, when seedling tree
planting became a more common practice, it was typical to leave trees within the harvest
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unit and to rely on adjacent stands for a supply of seed to regenerate the next rotation of
forest. Additionally, the forest was not broadcast sprayed to reduce competing vegetation.
These factors resulted in a relatively high diversity of forest species co-emerging on site
since that time. The seed trees, whose age predate the last clearcut are approximately 120
years old. These trees bring an additional level of structural diversity to the otherwise
even aged forest. Many of these older trees have broken tops and forks where wind and
sun-scald impacted their health after being exposed. In some cases these trees have living
cavities which provide important habitat for birds and mammals.

Image 7:

The oldest available picture of Aprovecho. This dates from 1949 prior to
the cut in the 1950. Note larger trees on the west side of the creek and
younger trees and open range to the east suggesting conifer intrusion into
open savanna in these zones. (Source: U of O Aerial Photo Library)
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Image 8:

Aprovecho in 1979 around the time that the original group first
found the property. (Source: U of O Aerial Photo Library)

As the forest regenerated, it acquired variation in plant composition based on the
microclimate created by a series of solar aspects. The result is a mosaic of Douglas fir
dominated conifer types that include coastal understory vegetation on the higher east
facing slopes, coastal cedar forest on the shaded streamside terraces, madrone, oak, and
incense cedar on the South and Southwest slopes characteristic of the rogue-umpqua
forests to the south. The eastern slopes contain a near canopy level monoculture of
Douglas fir with occasional grand fir and bigleaf maple, a forest type characteristic of
recently regenerated forests in the upland hills of the Willamette Valley throughout the
more level sections of the property.
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Image 9:

Waterways, soils, and solar aspect combine to create a diverse mix
of vegetation types across the property.

Unit 1 – Douglas fir reproduction – 5.5 acres - 10-20% slope
Until the late 1980’s, forest management at Aprovecho was primarily limited to
firewood, and small-scale Christmas tree and pole harvest out of this unit. It was dubbed
the “pole forest”. At that time, the most-dense patches of this section of forest contained
approximately 700 trees per acre with up to half of them standing dead. The first major
thinning occurred in 1988. In 1991, Matthew Hall conducted stand surveys in both
thinned and unthinned plots. The thinned areas had an average diameter at breast height
(DBH) of 11.5 inches, and approximately 180 trees per acre. There were 160 trees 7”
DBH per acre. The unthinned sections contained approximately 620 trees per acre with
an average DBH of 8.2 inches. There were 440 trees greater than 7” DBH per acre. The
average total height was 90 feet for the dominant trees and 77 feet for the co-dominants.
The remaining most-dense sections of the forest were thinned in 1993 and 1994. The
thinning was based on removal of co-dominant and intermediate trees to release the
dominant and suppressed trees. Further thinning on an individual and groups selection
basis and based on similar selection criteria have occurred for firewood and building
materials annually to biannually since that time. Today there are approximately 210
Douglas fir and 10 grand fir per acre with an average height of 123 feet across this unit.
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The average DBH of the Douglas fir is 16.6 inches. This indicates that the thinning that
began approximately 20 years ago has largely succeeded in sustaining the growth of the
trees in the stand. However, as will be further discussed in section 9 below, the density of
all managed forest stands is still considered both over-dense for long-term productive
growth and limiting to understory forest regeneration.
So far, conifer recruitment in the understory has been limited to Grand fir and
small amounts of Douglas fir. Joe Pongratz completed a seedling tree inventory of this
unit in 2017 (See appendix). The edges of the forest, where more light penetrates to the
understory has a higher presence of Douglas fir. The Eastern boundary, adjoining the
clearcut also has some planted ponderosa pine.
Unit 3 – Rogue-Umpqua Douglas fir mixed forest – 4.5 acres - 10-20% slope
This unit is delineated by intermittent streams and riparian forest on its eastern
and western boundaries, open meadow to its south and the Northern property boundary at
its top. Although dominated by Douglas fir, this unit contains tree assemblages similar to
Douglas fir forests of the Rogue and Umpqua valleys to the South. These include gangly
oak trees as well as associated tree species like chinquapin, madrone, and incense cedar.
Douglas fir is the most abundant canopy tree with approximately 230 trees per acre
averaging 14.5 inches DBH. The average tree height is 106 feet.
Unit 5 – Rogue-Umpqua Douglas fir mixed forest – 4.5 acres - 10-30% slope
This unit is similar to unit 3. However, it has been delineated as a separate unit
because of its variation in tree density and species composition. It has also been separated
out because of its steeper slopes, more challenging access, and the natural subdivision
created by the intermittent stream and riparian forest that divides the two units. It is
bounded to its east by the riparian forest in unit 4, to the south and west by an access trail
separating it from unit 6, and by the northern property line to the north.
There is a significantly higher amount of incense cedar throughout this unit. There
are approximately 26 incense cedar per acre with an average DBH of 15 inches. The
Douglas fir have a slightly smaller average stand diameter than unit 3 (13.5 in. DBH).
There are approximately 176 Douglas fir per acre. Altogether there are nearly twice as
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many trees in this unit as compared to unit 3. A series of mature yew, chinquapin, and
one 100 plus year-old western hemlock can be found throughout the unit.
Unit 6 – Coast Range Douglas fir/cedar – 3 acres – 10-40% slope
This unit is bounded by a trail to its north and east, oak woodland to its south, and
floodplain riparian forest and the western property line to the west. It exists on a gradient
from east to west that consists of the same species composition and density as unit 5 to a
coastal riparian forest dominated by red cedar as the unit moves downslope toward the
calico creek floodplain. Prior management plans have placed this unit within a larger
“wildlife zone”, designated as a research control and no timber harvest zone. No stand
survey data has been updated for this unit.
Unit 9 - Coast Range Douglas fir/cedar – 3 acres - 10-20% slope
Bounded by riparian forest to its north, east, and south and the property boundary
to the west, this unit shares commonality with unit 6 in that it represents a gradient
between coastal cedar and upland coastal fir forests. Two unique sites are found in this
unit. The first, a less-than ¼ acre bamboo grove was planted at the eastern edge in the
early 1980s as a USDA funded experiment in understory non-timber forest products. The
species is Philostachys nigra henon, a clumping-type bamboo that can reach 70 feet in
height. The second, located at the western boundary is an area of shallow soil where trees
tend to blow over and die. This section has maintained a thick shrub thicket and creates a
unique habitat type in this zone. The largest incense cedar, alder, and madrone can be
found at the southern edge of this unit. This section of forest is within the no-harvest zone
outlined in prior management plans. No stand survey data has been updated for this unit.
Unit 11 – Coast Range Douglas fir – 2.5 acres - 10-30% slopes
This unit transitions into riparian forest to the north by dropping away into a steep
shaded and wet drainage that contains the strongest coastal influence of any unit on the
property. On the southern boundary of this narrow unit, a 15 year-old clearcut south of
the property line has introduced a hot and dry microclimate to the first 100 feet of this
side of this forest. These two microclimates have converged to establish a strong dry to
wet habitat gradient from south to north. Trees within the first 100 feet of the forest, who
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have recently had to adapt to a dryer ground-level microclimate and high winds, are
visibly stressed. Wind-throw is common in this zone and trees and continue to show signs
of sun-scald.
The overstory consists of approximately 190 Douglas fir, 5 incense cedar, and 10
grand fir per acre. Average stand diameter is 14 in DBH.
Unit 14 - Coast Range Douglas fir – 1 acre – 5-20% slopes
This small unit is bounded by the steep riparian slopes dropping down to the
Calico Creek floodplain to the west, oak woodland to the north, and intensive gardens
and orchards to the east. A significant number of these trees are affected by Douglas fir
beetle (Dendroctoous pseudotsugae). Tree mortality threatens a series of seasonal
camping platforms within this zone. 8 beetle killed trees were cut in 2016 in a first round
of danger tree removal. 2 years later, approximately 10 more trees are dead or showing
signs of decay.
9.2

Oak Woodland

Unit 7

Historically, Oregon white oak savannas and woodlands were a major component
of the Willamette Valley landscape. By reviewing early written accounts and land survey
records made when the valley was being subdivided during the 1850s, contemporary
researchers have concluded that oak savannas and oak woodlands with scattered conifers
were the dominant upland forest type for Aprovecho’s watershed (See image 10). It is
recognized that conifers only emerged as dominant species in these habitats only after the
population of Native Americans was severely reduced through disease and extermination
in the early- to mid-1800s.
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Map 8:

Historical vegetation classes in the Willamette Valley
based on General Land Office survey data, 1851-1910. Red arrow
indicates approximate property location. (Alverson et al. 2011)
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Today, less than 8% oak woodland and less than 1% oak savanna remain in the
Willamette Valley. This decline has led to the Nature Conservancy declaring this plant
community to be among the most endangered ecosystems in North America.

Map 10:

Comparison of Historic and Current Habitat Distributions

Oregon white oak habitats have persisted in areas where periodic grazing and
mowing has maintained oaks and their plant associates despite the pressures of conifer
competition. Additionally, many small patches are scattered throughout the otherwise
conifer dominated uplands where soils are to shallow or wet or the microclimate is to hot
to offer a competitive advantage to Douglas fir. The loss of fire as a tool for prairie and
savanna management and the conversion of these systems to modern agriculture and
forestry use has resulted in one of the most complete conversions of habitat types in
North America. Most of the remaining oak woodlands and savannas exist on private
farms and forests throughout Western Oregon where they are often being converted to,
plantation forestry, agriculture, residential, and other uses. This points to the important
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roll landowners need to play in maintaining this critical ecosystem. To a very large
degree, private landowners hold the future of the remaining oak ecosystems in their
hands. They will be the ones to grapple with the responsibility of stewardship and have
the opportunity to find compatible ways to engage with oak ecosystems.
Of all forest types in Western Oregon, oak-dominated stands have the highest bird
species diversity in all seasons. Almost 80 species of birds use oak habitats in the valley.
10 of the avian species have special status designated by federal and state agencies.
Having twice the number of cavities than big leaf maple and 30 times that of Douglas fir,
white oak trees are important nest sites for cavity nesting birds and mammals. Open
grassland and the shrub layer in woodlands also provide unique habitat types and
foraging areas for bird and mammal species. Thirteen plant species are listed by the State
of Oregon as threatened and endangered, or proposed as candidates for listing in the
Willamette Valley. All of these species are associated with the oak habitat type. (See
Table 6.2). Twenty animal species that are closely associated with oak prairies and
woodlands in the Willamette Valley have been listed as Oregon Conservation Strategy
species because of their declining populations or their vulnerability to habitat loss. These
animals include include the Columbian white-tailed deer, Chipping Sparrow, Whitebreasted Nuthatch, Lewis’s Woodpecker, Fender’s blue butterfly, western
rattlesnake, great spangled fritillary

Unit 7:

Oak Woodland – 1 acre – 5-10% slopes

This unit is bounded by the riparian forest adjacent to Calico Creek to its west and
mixed conifer forest on its other sides. It grades strongly from open oak meadow to thick
oak/ash woodland into closed canopy conifer forest. A seasonal stream out of unit 4 fans
through this unit and the forest to the south on its way to Calico Creek. Logs were
skidded through this zone in the 1950s when they used the draw created by this drainage
as a corridor for log transport. The fact that this unit has been referred to as the “moss
garden” in old plans alludes to the abundance of bare bedrock across the site created
during the logging period. The naturally shallow and seasonally wet soils have prevented
conifer encroachment into this zone.
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Relatively flat bluffs with shallow bedrock similar to this unit occur throughout
the watershed. They mark the last remnants of what was likely once vast sections of oak
woodlands and savanna. Because of their strong southern orientation, and the oak snags
still present in the understory, it is likely that units 3 and 5 were the most recent sections
on the property to convert to conifer forest. If there were oak woodlands on the northeast
facing slopes west of Calico Creek, they likely converted to conifers earliest given their
favorable microclimate.

Image 10:

A sampling of wildlflowers found in Unit 7.
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9.3

Grassland

Units 12 and 13

Grasslands, also called upland prairies, are dominated by grasses, forbs, and
wildflowers. Many grasslands in the Willamette Valley are interspersed with ephemeral
pools and riparian drainages with woodlands and savanna forming a mosaic in the
landscape. Oak savannas are grasslands with scattered Oregon white oak trees, generally
only one or two trees per acre (denser oak stands are considered oak woodland). Oak
trees in savannas are usually large with well-developed limbs and canopies. Two of these
larger trees remain on Aprovecho’s land on the borders of open meadow zones. The
greatest loss of grasslands has been in valley bottoms and foothills where they have been
impacted by conversion to plantation forestry, agriculture, and development. Disruption
of historical fire regimes has allowed for shrubs or trees to encroach, replacing grasslands
with forest. In many areas, including Aprovecho, grazing has impacted grasslands,
affecting plant composition and structure. Historically, non-native species were seeded
for livestock forage, decreasing the abundance and diversity of native plants.
Approximately 1% of the original grassland cover of the coast range and Willamette
valley remains today. In these two ecoregions, grasslands are particularly fragmented and
isolated.
Grass species that were historically common within the Willamette Valley but are
now threatened with extinction include Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis var. roemeri),
California oatgrass (Danthonia californica) and purple needlegrass (Stipa pulchra). A
number of bird species are considered to be Willamette Valley meadow habitat
specialists. These species include the yellow-breasted chat, grasshopper sparrow, vesper
sparrow, and western meadowlark. This mosaic leads to high microclimate effects at the
landscape level. Of the 12 species of native amphibians, 9 have an opportunistic
association with grasslands and 10 with woodlands. Prairies, savannas, and dry
woodlands are also the preferred habitat of the valley’s reptiles. Of these species, the
western painted turtle (Chrysemys picta) and the western pond turtle (Actinemys
marmorata) are listed as sensitive.
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Unit 12:

.5 acre - 2% slopes

An aerial photo from 1949 show that this unit was part of a larger grazed meadow
on the east side of Aprovecho’s creek. Since that time the forest has closed in and
enclosed the small meadow in the middle of unit 11. It was the original garden site for the
community in the 1980s. It had become overgrown with blackberries by the mid 2000’s.
The site was fenced and grazed by goats in 2008. The garden beds were smoothed out
and the site was planted to a native meadow mix. Since that time, the area has been used
as a camping zone.
Unit 13:

1 acre – 2-10% slopes

This unit is bounded by a road to its north and riparian forest to the south. It was
part of the grazed meadow mosaic apparent in the 1949 aerial photo. Shallow soils and
periodic grazing has maintained this grassland zone since that time.
9.4

Riparian Forest

Although streamside riparian forests were a dominant historic feature in the
Willamette Valley, the scale of these forests has been significantly reduced within the last
century. Since the 1850’s riparian forests in the valley have been reduced by over 70%.
Bottomland riparian forests, which originally formed up to a seven-mile wide riparian
corridor along the Willamette, have been reduced to an average of only a few hundred
feet in width. Most easily accessible large trees were being removed from Western
Oregon’s riparian forests by the 19th century. Removal continued until 1971 when the
Oregon Practices Act began regulating the removal of timber from riparian zones.
Adding to the problem of channel degradation was the policy until the 1970s of removing
full spanning log jams from creeks. The loss of large streamside trees and in-stream
woody debris has led to a chronic undersupply of channel supporting debris in Oregon
streams.
The edge between water and uplands occupied by riparian forests creates a rich
habitat for terrestrial wildlife. More than 200 species of forest- dependent wildlife breed
or rear young in riparian and wetland zones of Western Oregon. These zones create
travel corridors and nesting habitat for wildlife and create refuge for predators of insect
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pests. Riparian areas are essential to the maintenance of aquatic habitat by providing
shade to moderate water temperature and contributing woody debris that provide refuge
for fish and other aquatic organism. The roots of trees and shrubs also stabilize the banks
of the waterway, helping control sediment and pollution inputs. Riparian forests also
function as pollution barriers to streams retaining sediment, agricultural chemicals, and
surplus nutrients that would otherwise wash into streams.

Image 11:

Riparian Buffer Functions (National Agroforestry Center)

Unit 2

2 acres – 10% slopes

This riparian drainage divides the managed forest in units 1 and 3. Following the
establishment of a spring water right in 2010, a series of ponds have been constructed
within this unit. Three small seeps converge to form the first overland flow at the very
top of this unit. Representing a natural keypoint, this spot has been developed into a small
pond, designed both as a wildlife pond and a diversion point to a future pond located on
the ridge in unit 3. The water flows above and below ground from this point at 4-15
gallons per minute through the rainy season. Large storm events can result in peak flows
of over 100 gallons per minute. A series of other ponds have been constructed throughout
this drainage. Layed out along natural access contours, these ponds also create foot
access across the otherwise wet routes between units 1 and 3. Because of the moisture,
vehicle and horse access is mostly limited to the dry season in this unit. The ponds have
served to enhance the riparian nature of this unit by extending the presence of water into
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the dry season. Presently, there is more water in the early summer within this drainage
than in Calico Creek its self. Originally, this drainage cut through the center of the
present garden site. An old diversion re-routs the water around the edge of the garden.
The diversion, which originally ran directly downhill, has been modified to serve as a
contour swale, routing water toward the ridge in unit 15. Alder, cottonwood, grand fir,
western hemlock, and vine maple thickets and a series of large snags add habitat value
and vegetative diversity in this drainage.
Unit 4

1 acre – 10-30% slopes

This unit is bounded by units 3 and 5. It connects into unit 7, at a transition to oak
woodland before running into Calico Creek. Like unit 2, this unit captures the first
discernable early winter flow at a point near the top of the drainage. This seep is the
highest elevation water source on the property. Water flows during the wet season at
approximately 10 gallons per minute through this unit. Because the valley is more sharply
cut than unit 2, there is less discernable riparian forest overstory vegetation along the
steeper sections of the drainage. At ground level however, vine maple thickets,
blackberry, and streamside vegetation indicate the hydrology in this zone.
Unit 8

4 acres – 5% slopes

This unit is defined by Calico Creek and its surrounding floodplain forest.
Although the forest was cut in the 1950s, the more-fertile soils and moisture have
contributed to a dense riparian understory and large hardwood and conifer overstory. A
historic logging grade runs from the gravel road up the west side of the creek across the
length of the site. A second grade begins east of the creek just before the western
boundary. It is likely that this grade was accessed by a manufactured creek crossing in the
1950s. The combined effects of beaver trapping, logging, road construction, and inchannel log skidding has led to the stream channel being significantly disconnected from
the surrounding floodplain, this has had an effect on the surrounding riparian forest
vegetation by lowering the base flow levels of the creek and reducing the overall water
supply to the floodplain forest. This unit has been designated as part of the no timberharvest zone.
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Unit 10

2 acres -

10-20% slopes

The drainage for this unit starts on BLM land upstream of Aprovecho’s Western
property boundary where a spring water right has been developed to service the garden
from a small pond. The stream flows between the coastal mixed forest vegetation types of
units 9 and 11. The large alder, maple, and Douglas fir with thick fern and salal
understory give it the strongest coastal forest character of any unit on the property. Flow
in this drainage is nearly year-round as the water source appears to be from a bedrock
source rather than born from soil water as in the case of units 2 and 4. However, flow
volumes are relatively minimal and range from 2-10 gpm. This unit is part of the no
timber-harvest zone.
9.5

Orchard and Garden

Unit 15 - 6 acres

This zone represents a unique human intensive habitat type. It blends upland
meadow, mixed woodlands, wetlands, open ponds, and tree/shrub thickets with
intensively managed organic gardens and orchards. Located at the center of the
surrounding forest, riparian, woodland, and meadow zones it also provides edge between
each of these habitats while functioning as a forest opening in an otherwise closed canopy
forest. Forest openings provide essential structural complexity and plant diversity. These
structures provide foraging and nesting habitat for Olive-sided Flycatchers, Willow
Flycatchers, purple martins, western bluebirds, and Common Nighthawks.
As this unit has been developed, a pattern of planting has been established to
make best use of this edge, creating a gradient between conifer forest and oak woodlands
to extensive forest gardens planted to fruit and nut trees and understory multifunctional
plants to hedgerows and aquaculture ponds and earthworks, to intensively managed
perennial herbs and annual gardens.
The campus development zone is located at the northern edge of this unit. The
strawbale dormitory and meeting hall are at the southern boundary of this zone and the
three cabins are at the northern boundary. All future permitted building development
must be located within this area. This land use restriction challenges Aprovecho to
maintain a relatively intensive human footprint while achieving a regenerative land use
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within the zone. This duty is at the center of Aprovecho’s capacity to demonstrate
sustainable settlement under its site context.

Image 12:
10.

Unit 15

Habitat Elements
Habitat elements occur as components of overarching habitat types and their

importance is great enough to merit a section of its own. Aquatic habitat, hardwoods,
snags, downed woody debris, and forest openings are all habitat elements that support
biodiversity and ecosystem health.
10.1

Aquatic Habitat

Calico Creek is classified as a small unknown stream. However, populations of
cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii) have been consistently found through fish surveys
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coordinated between Aprovecho and ODFW. It should be considered a small type F (Fish
Bearing) stream. Legacy beaver (Castor canadensis) flats are present throughout the
drainage however no beaver are known to exist at this time. Presumably, this watershed
also supported spring chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), freshwater mussels
(Anodonta spp.), and pacific lamprey (Entosphenus tridentatus). None of these species
are known to be present at this time.
Unlike the glacier and snow fed streams of the Cascade Mountains, waterways
within the Coast Range are primarily rain fed. Because rainfall occurs mostly during the
winter and spring, streams in the Coastal Mountains experience high variability in
seasonal flow rates and water volumes. Additionally, the vast majority of water moving
through the watershed comes from surface soils and is not derived from groundwater
born from bedrock layers out of true springs. For these reason, the capacity of
Aprovecho’s waterways to maintain year round flow and high water quality is
significantly influenced by land management decisions that impact water infiltration and
storage capacity in soils and by extension, the channel condition of the stream its self.
Calico creek had year-round flow in living memory. Rainfall averages have
remained fairly consistent since the start of recordkeeping in 1916. Despite this, stream
periodic and year-round flow has changed considerably within the tributary creeks of the
Coast Fork Willamette River. The factors that have lead to the degradation of Calico
Creek date back to the trapping era and perhaps even to the cessation of fire. However,
more recent logging, log skidding, and road construction has had a significant impact on
local hydrology. Maps from the 1970s for instance, list the stream as a year-round
tributary. According to local anecdotes, the creek has run dry by mid to late July since the
BLM’s clearing of all streamside forest above Aprovecho in the late 1970’s. The loss of
year round flow in many Coast Fork streams can be dated to the Christmas Flood of
1964, a 500-year flood event which correlated with the extensive clearing of mature
forest throughout the basin. Since 2013, following a harvest of most of the remaining
upland forest on M-3 timber land, the creek is dry around the first of June. Large flood
events
It is important to recognize that it is the pace of drainage out of the watershed and
not the amount of rainfall that has changed over time. This is because the retention in
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vegetation, surface litter, and the soil is reduced. Quicker movement into waterways
results in more volume and friction and leads to channel degradation as an equilibrium
between erosion and degradation is lost in the system. Streams in disequilibrium have
lose their sediments and smaller rocks downstream until bedrock is exposed. The
bedrock, which in Aprovecho’s case is primarily compressed sandstone and claystone,
erodes at nickpoints creating headcuts. These cuts represent small waterfalls that migrate
upstream as they give way to erosion; further lowering the depth of the stream channel.
Without hydraulic connectivity to the floodplain, the historic condition of Calico Creek,
with braided side channels and ephemeral pools is lost and the stream is reduced to a
single straight channel. This has lowered the subsurface water levels, limiting the extent
of riparian forest cover and significantly reducing the total water retention capacity of the
riparian zone as water is no longer able to spread and sink into the floodplain. Because
reconnected floodpalins and re-built channels lead to increased water retention, a reversal
of these processes has been able to return creeks to year-round flow. The history of
Aprovecho’s creek parallels that of most 1st order streams in the coast fork Willamette
watershed since the 1950s.
These processes have also reduced the overall aquatic habitat potential of the
creek. Aquatic species including trout, lamprey and invertebrates respond to floods by
moving to portions of the stream that are less hydraulically stressful.

Some species,

particularly invertebrates, take refuge from floods amongst in-stream boulders and woody
debris or bury into the substrate of the stream itself. Invertebrate and fish species also
move to shallow, newly inundated floodplains during high flow events. Often without
this off channel refuge, they are killed.

Given the consistent lack of floodplain

connectivity throughout the creek, this source of refugia is unavailable to in-stream
wildlife.
As a first step in the implementation of restoration within the basin, in 2012, a
partnership between The Coast Fork Watershed Council, Kennedy High School, and
Aprovecho formed to place 10 log structures in the creek at critically downcut sites.
With the help of a small grant through the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, the
partnership established these structures to serve as grade controls and check dams,
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effectively slowing the flow of water enough to allow sediment and gravels to settle and
for the stream to reconnect to the entire floodplain for the first time in 30 years.
As part of this initial installation, youth had the opportunity to earn an income
while learning about forest and stream ecology and developing restoration skills. A
public workshop was held to inform on the value and techniques of log placement.
Since that time, Aprovecho has placed 25 more structures throughout its stream
length and documented remarkable success in restoring the downcut channel and
reconnecting the historic floodplain.

With the present cooperation of downstream

neighbors and a general operating permit granted through the BLM upstream of the
original site, this project represents an active example of what is possible to achieve in
this basin.
Water Chemistry
Between 2008 and 2010, the Coast Fork Willamette Watershed Council partnered
with other watershed councils and the Department of Environmental Quality to compare
the water quality of the Coast Fork to state water quality standards (Water Quality
Report, 2011). As part of this project, they sampled two locations just downstream of the
Calico Creek Watershed and found that this zone had the lowest water quality data in the
entire Coast Fork Watershed. Sediment level benchmarks were exceeded in all samples
indicating sever erosion and runoff. The samples also showed that Calico Creek had high
levels of E. coli. Dissolved oxygen standards were not met 5 out of 16 times (31%).
Continuous temperature data showed that the 7-day moving average was above the
acceptable level of 18º C in the summer of 2009.

In July 2010, temperature was

monitored for 17 days and of those, 6 daily maximum temperatures exceeded 18º C.
Macroinvertebrate sampling results showed “Severe Impairment” of stream quality.
Sampling for macroinvertebrate predator species led the monitoring crew to assign a
“Most Disturbed” designation to the creek.
These results give a snapshot of the overall aquatic habitat condition and point to
the need for addressing restoration goals at the watershed scale. It is clear that work at the
level of Aprovecho’s site will not suffice to address the overarching degradations in
water quality at the watershed level. Aprovecho can only act as an anchor point and
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catalyst for research and action; ultimately protecting the work from the site scale to the
watershed scale. This concept applies to all of Aprovecho’s initiatives which begin on
site and extend to larger scales in the hope of effecting positive impacts in the world.
10.2.

Deciduous Trees and Shrubs

This site has a rich mix of deciduous trees and shrubs. Native American
management combined with contemporary grazing and, most recently, extensive forest
garden and orchard development has contributed to the sustained presence of unique
herbaceous plants, oak trees, fruit trees, and nut trees across the site.
The presence of deciduous trees and shrubs greatly increases the diversity of
wildlife. Reasons for this include a higher presence of cavity nest sites for birds, a far
greater diversity of insect associates, and enhanced light penetration to the forest floor for
the growth of understory forage in the form of herbaceous plants, nuts, and berries. A
more than doubling of the species diversity across the plant and animal kingdoms is
found in forests with both conifer and hardwood plant communities. See Table 1 below.
The mosaic of meadows, hardwood trees and shrubs, and conifers across this site
is an excellent template for present and future biodiversity on the site. At the landscape
scale, the waterways and wooded corridors create wildlife access from the bottomlands
into the upland hills. The utility of this vegetation can be enhanced through the
regeneration of oak woodlands, assuring the continued succession of a diverse mixedforest ecology, the development and maintenance of meadow and savanna zones, and the
integration of multifunctional hedgerows, windbreaks, silvopasture plantings, forest
gardens, and perennial flower plantings within garden, field, and road borders.
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Source: Washington State University Extension Publication “Woodland Fish and Wildlife”
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10.3.

Downed Woody Debris

Large stumps and downed trees remain throughout the forested sections of the
property. The largest stumps and nurse logs are found along Calico Creek and on the
slopes west of the creek. Woody debris and old stumps serve as food for fungal colonies
and insects and retain moisture over the dry season in the sponges of their decaying
biomass. Decomposing wood also create an organic matter rich and moist medium for
seedling growth.
The riparian forest has the capacity to contribute large woody debris to Calico
Creek. In-stream debris provide grade control for streams, help dissipate stream energy,
retain spawning gravels, help with pool formation, increase stream meanders, and create
habitat and food sources for aquatic species. Coniferous trees are considered to be of
higher value than hardwoods given their much lower decay rates in the waterways. Wood
accumulation in streams is dependent on the contribution of wood from two sources:
slope failure and riparian recruitment. Without conifer trees being added to the stream
corridor there are few other ways save, for human intervention, that an active channel can
remain connected to the floodplain. Habitat surveys conducted in the Coast Fork
Willamette identified wood as the most limiting habitat factor (Water Quality Report,
2011). Calico Creek and its tributaries, also have a notable lack of large woody debris in
the stream channel.

Wood is an important habitat and source of food for aquatic

organisms. Wood is also a substrate for the growth of biofilm, which is consumed
directly by a number of invertebrate species
10.4.

Snags

Intensive forest management has drastically reduced the natural abundance of
snags in the Pacific Northwest. Consequently, critical habitat for many cavity-nesting
birds and mammals is in short supply throughout the region. West of the Cascade
Mountains, 39 species of birds and 14 species of mammals depend on tree-cavities for
their survival. Altogether, over 100 species of birds, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians
need snags for nesting, roosting, shelter, denning and feeding.
In addition to housing birds and mammals, snags also serve as feeding areas for
insect eating birds. Forest dwelling insects feast on decaying wood, which also feeds the
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communities of mushroom mycelia and diverse soil-dwelling microorganisms. Flickers
and woodpeckers excavate holes in dead trees for nest sites, which are subsequently used
by bluebirds, tree and violet-green swallows, chickadees, nuthatches, house wrens, wood
ducks, squirrels, and owls who cannot excavate holes by themselves. Favored tree
species for snags include Douglas fir, Western red cedar, Big-Leaf Maple, and Black
Cottonwood. Large snags more than 12 inches in diameter and more than 15 feet high
offer ideal hunting perches for hawks, eagles, and owls. They also offer resting places,
food storage areas, and song posts for birds and other creatures passing through the area.
Conifer snags last longer, but deciduous trees can make snag-like conditions even when
they are still alive as they shed large branches.
Table 2:

Snag Associated Bird Species of Western Oregon

Species

Nesting or Roosting in Snags

American Kestrel

Near obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity
excavators or through other natural processes

Foraging on Snags

None

Opportunistic cavity or platform nester in large snags and live
Barred Owl

trees

Bewick’s Wren

Opportunistic cavity-nester using a variety of cavity or semicavity situations

None

None

Black-backed

Obligate cavity-nester and excavator in snags or dying trees Moderate

Woodpecker

(for example, heart rot)

Boreal Chickadee

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators

use;

also

live trees

or through other natural processes; also excavates cavities in
soft heartwood
Brown Creeper

None

Semi-obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity
excavators or through other natural processes; often in crevices Minimal; mostly in
between trunk and loose bark

Chestnut

live trees

Backed Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators None
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Chickadee

or through other natural processes; also excavates cavities in
soft wood of large trees

Flammulated Owl

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators
or through other natural processes; mostly in snags

Great-horned Owl

None

Opportunistic cavity or platform nester in large snags and live
trees

None

Hairy Woodpecker

Obligate cavity-nester and excavator in soft or hard snags

Mostly on soft snags

House Wren

Near-obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity
excavators or cavities or crevices created through other natural
processes

Mountain Bluebird

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators
or through other natural processes

Mountain Chickadee

Near obligate

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators
or through other natural processes

Red-breasted Nuthatch

None

Obligate cavity-nester and excavator in hard wood of dead or
dying trees

Purple Martin

None

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators
or through other natural processes

Pileated Woodpecker

Moderate use

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators
or through other natural processes

Northern Saw-whet Owl

live trees

Near-obligate cavity-nester and excavator in soft or hard snags;
will occupy any type of natural cavity

Northern Pygmy-Owl

None

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators Minimal; mostly in
or through other natural processes

Northern Flicker

None

None

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators Minimal; mostly in
or through other natural processes; also excavates cavities in live trees
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soft wood of large trees
Red-breasted Sapsucker

Obligate cavity-nester and excavator in soft or hard snags

Tree Swallow

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators
or through other natural processes

Vaux's Swift

Mostly on soft snags

None

Obligate nester along walls of large hollow snags with
heartwood decay

Violet Green Swallow

None

Near-obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity
excavators or through other natural processes

None

White-headed

Obligate cavity-nester and excavator in snags (mostly) or dying Moderate

Woodpecker

trees (for example, heart rot)

Western Bluebird

Obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity excavators
or through other natural processes

Western Screech-Owl

live trees

None

Near-obligate cavity-nester in cavities created by cavity
excavators or through other natural processes

Winter Wren

use;

None

Opportunistic “nook and cranny” nester in cavities created by
cavity excavators or through other natural processes

Opportunistic

Source: USGS Publication, “Rainforest Birds: A Land Manager’s Guide to Breeding Bird Habitat in
Young Conifer Forests in the Pacific Northwest.

10.5.

Hedgerows

A series of multifunctional hedgerows have been established throughout unit 15.
Existing shrub thickets throughout the property are important nesting sites for birds and
insects, as well as corridors for mammals. These wild edges are important to the integrity
of farm ecosystems. Further development of native and multifunctional hedgerows along
roads, fences, and between future grazing paddocks will enhance the biological integrity
of the landscape as a whole by providing habitat and nectar sources for beneficial insects
and other wildlife, serving as wind and heat buffers to wildlife, crops, and domestic
animals, and providing forage for domestic animals and wildlife.
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11.

Plant List

Aprovecho Plants List
POLYPODIOPHYTA
Dennstaediceae
Pteridium aquilinum
Dryopteridacea
Polydtitum minutum
Polypodiaceae
Polypodium glycyrrhiza
Equisitaceaceae
Equisetum arvense
GYMNOSPERMS
Cupressaceae
Calocedrus decurrens
Thuja plicata
Pinaceae
Abies grandis
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Tsuga heterophylla
Pinus pondersoa
Taxaceae
Taxus brevifolia
ANGIOSPERMS
Aceraceae
Acer circinatum
Acer macrophylum
Anacardiaceae
Aristolochiaceae
Asarum caudatum
Asteraceae
Adenocaulon bicolor
Bellis perenis
Chrysanthemum
leucanthemum
Cichorium intybus
Cirsium arvense

FERNS AND FERN ALLIES
Bracken Fern Family
bracken fern
Wood Fern Family
sword fern
Polypody Family
liquorice fern
Horsetail Family
horsetail
NAKED SEEDS
Cypress Family
incense-cedar
Western red-cedar
Pine Family
grand fir
Douglas-fir
Western hemlock
Ponderosa pine
Yew Family
Pacific yew
FLOWERING PLANTS
Maple Family
vine maple
big-leaf maple
Sumac Family
Birthwort Family
wild ginger
Sunflower Family
pathfinder
English daisy
ox-eye daisy
chicory
Canada thistle

HABITAT
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian

Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Riparian

Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian

Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Meadow/Woodland
Meadow/Woodland
Meadow
Meadow
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Plant List Continued
Cirsium vulgare
Lapsana communis
Petasites frigidis
Senecio jacobaea
Taraxacum offiniale
Madia sativa
Dipsacus sylvestris
Berberidaceae
Achlys triphylla
Berberis aquafolium
Berberis nervosa
Vancouveria hexandra
Betulaceae
Alnus rubra
Corylus cornuta
Brassicaceae
Cardamine pilcherrima
Rorippa nasturtiumaquaticum
Campanulaceae
Campanula scouleri
Caprifoliaceae
Linnaea borealis
Lonicera sp.
Sambucus cerulea
Symphocarpus albus
Cornacea
Cornus stolonifera
Cornus nuttallii
Cucurbaceae
Marah oreganus
Ericaceae
Arbutus menziesii
Gaultheria shallon
Vaccinium ovatum

bull thistle
nipplewort
coltsfoot
tansy ragwort
dandelion
Chilean tarweed
Teasel
Barberry Family
vanilla-leaf
Oregon-grape
long-leaved Oregon-grape
inside-out flower
Birch Family
red alder
California hazel
Mustard Family
slender tooth-wort
watercress
Harebell Family
Scouler's bellflower
Honeysuckle Family
twinflower
honeysuckle
blue elderberry
snow berry
Dogwood Family
creek dogwood
Western dogwood
Cucumber Family
bigroot
Heath Family
madrone
salal
evergreen huckleberry

Meadow
Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Meadow
Meadow
Mixed Conifer
Meadow/Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer
Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer
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Plant List Continued
Vaccinium parvifolium
Fabaceae
Cytisus scoparius
Lotus pinnatus
Thermopsis montana
Vicia sativa
Fagaceae
Quercus garryana
Castanopsis chrysophylla
Fumariaceae
Dicentra formosa
Gentianaceae
Centaurium umbellatum
Geraniaceae
Geranium sp.
Grossulariaceae
Ribes sanguineum
Hydrangeaceae
Whipplea modesta
Iridacea
Iris tenax
Laminaceae
Glechoma hederacea
Mentha sp.
Prunella vulgaris
Satureja douglassii
Stachys cooleyae
Liliaceae
Camassia quamash
Disporum hookeri

red huckleberry
Pea Family
Scotch broom
meadow deervetch
buckbean
common vetch
Oak Family
Oregon white oak
golden chinquapin
Fumary Family
Pacific bleedingheart
Gentian Family
centuary
Geranium Family
geranium
Gooseberry Family
red-flowering currant
Hydrangea Family
whipple vine
Iris Family
Oregon iris
Mint Family
ground ivy
mint
self heal
yerba buena
hedge nettle
Lily Family
camas
Hooker's fairybells

Erythpnium sp.

fawn lily

Lilim columbianum
Smilacina stellata

tiger lily
star-flowered false Solomon's-seal

Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Oak
Woodland/Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak
Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer/Meadow
Mixed Conifer
Meadow
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak
Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
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Plant List Continued
Trillium ovatum
Veratrum sp.
Linaceae
Linum perenne
Malvaceae
Sidalcea sp. hendersonii
Oleaceae
Fraxinus latifolia
Orchidaceae
Calypso bulbosa
Goodyera oblongifolia
Corallorhiza sp.
Oxalidaceae
Oxalis suksdorfii
Plantaginaceae
Plantago lanceolata
Galium oreganum
Purslane
Claytonia perfolita
Claytonia sibirica
Pyrolacea
Pyrola asarifolia
Ranunculacea
Ranunculus occidentalis
Rhamnacea
Rhamnus purshiana
Rosaceae
Fragaria vesca
Physocarpus capitatus
Rubus discolor
Rubus gymnocarpa
Rubus lachiatus
Rubus leucodermis

Western trilium
corn lily
Flax Family
blue flax
Mallow Family
Henderson's checker-mallow
Ash Family
Oregon ash
Orchid Family
calypso orchid
rattlesnake plantain
coral root
Wood-sorrl Family
Western yellow oxalis
Plantain Family
English plantain
Oregon bedstraw
Purslane Family
miner's lettuce
Siberian miner's lettuce
Wintergreen Family
pink wintergreen
Buttercup Family
Western buttercup
Buckthorn Family
cascara
Rose Family
wood strawberry
Pacific ninebark
Himalayan blackberry
bald hip rose
evergreen blackberry
blackcap

Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Meadow
Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer
Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer
Meadow
Meadow/Mixed Conifer
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer
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Plant List Continued
Rubus parviflorus
Rubus spectabilis
Rubus ursinus
Spiraea douglasii
Salicaceae
Populus trichocarpa
Salix sp.
Saxifragaceae
Saxifraga sp.
Tellima grandiflora
Tolmiea menziesii
Scrophulariaceae
Digitalis purpurea
Mimulus guttatus
Parentucellia viscosa
Synthyris reniformis
Veronica americana
Valerianaceae
Plectritis congesta
Violaceae
Viola sp.

thimbleberry
salmonberry
dewberry
hardhack
Willow Family
black cottowood
willow
Saxifrage Family
saxifrage
fringe cup
youth-on-age
Figwort Family
foxglove
monkey flower
yellow parentucellia
snow queen
American brookline
Valerian Family
corn salad
Violet Family
violet

Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Mixed Conifer/Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Meadow
Mixed Conifer
Meadow
Riparian
Meadow
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian
Oak Woodland
Mixed Conifer/Riparian/Oak Woodland
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• Part II •
Aprovecho Stewardship Prescriptions
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12.

Strategies and Principles for Land Care at Aprovecho

12.1

Pathways of Management for Forest Succession
Forest landscapes in the Willamette basin exist in the context of two divergent

plant communities. Succession, the progression of plant communities from a pioneer
phase of grass and forbs to shrubs through to mature forest, has two very distinct
pathways in this region. One pathway leads to multi-storied mixed conifer forest and the
other leads to a prairie plant community of oak, lilies, grass, shrubs and occasional large
conifers. Whether a landscape is at some point in the cycle of succession of open
meadow, hardwood woodland, or coniferous forest depends in a small part on soil type,
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aspect, depth to bedrock, and hydrology and a very large part on the human relationship
with the landscape.
Fire, brush-clearing, and periodic grazing allow land managers to hold succession
at a stage suitable for many native plant species including oak, strawberry, huckleberry,
camas, tarweed, and thimbleberry. An understanding of succession allows us to assist a
forest toward a climax conifer forest and also to intervene at a point to hold succession at
an intermediate phase. Maximum diversity at the landscape level is achieved when a
mosaic of open meadow, dense thickets of scrub, riparian zones, mature hardwood
groves, and mature mixed conifer forest exists simultaneously. From an ecological
viewpoint, our goal for human-inhabited temperate forest landscapes should be to
produce a landscape mosaic with most habitat patches in various stages including mixed
hardwood and conifer forests, patches of early succession meadow, savanna, or brush
thickets, and a significant number of old patches of forest. This will maximize the unique
habitats within and between these environments and lead to high species diversity and
yields. This vision can and should be implemented one patch at a time even when
working at a broad scale.
This discussion is meant to put the following management themes in context and
provide an understanding of the dynamics at work across the site.
All together, 5 unique habitat types will be maintained at Aprovecho. Each of
these habitats span across a number of units, each with their unique soils, species
composition, topography, and other characteristics. What follows is a summary of
principles and patterns of stewardship that will be applied on this property. These guiding
rules will be approached with a philosophy of adapting management over time in order to
constantly calibrate toward the optimum results given learned experience with real world
stewardship on the ground.
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12.2

Mixed Conifer and Riparian Forest Regeneration and Management
Elements of this discussion apply to units 1-11, and 14
The forested units on this property range from a relatively early stage of forest

succession to relatively mature forest. Management will either lead to or maintain a forest
environment whose characteristics include:
•

Complex and multilayered tree canopies

•

Mature mixed conifer and/or hardwood forest plant assemblages

•

High species diversity and richness

•

The presence of large downed woody debris and standing dead trees

•

High standard deviation in tree diameters
A stand survey for all managed forest units was conducted in 2017. From this

survey, trees per acre, average diameter at breast height, relative density, height, and
periodic growth data were developed into a spreadsheet. This data can be found in the
appendix. Specific harvest rates for all managed units we’re derived from this data by
Abel Kloster and Mathew Hall in 2018 and are articulated in the management
prescriptions in section 10 below. The following principles and strategies will help guide
forest management over the next 10 years.
A.

Forest Regeneration Strategies
During the 10 year period covered by this plan, forest management will be based

on “single tree” and “group selection” strategies for all thinned units. Single tree and
group selection systems are designed to guide the growth of un-even aged and mixed
species stands for long term structural and species diversity. The goal of these selection
systems is to maintain a distribution of tree diameters, ages, and species within the forest
while also increasing the overall genetic vigor and health of the stand. Individual and
group selection are often combined because they are usually implemented within the
same stand; small groups of usually two to 5 trees are harvested in some areas while in
others only single trees are removed. Variation in canopy cover allows for variation in
understory composition. For instance, Douglas fir, a shade intolerant tree can be
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regenerated under larger forest openings whereas hemlock and grand fir can be
established in the scattered light of a more closed canopy.
As the thinning of unhealthy and out competed trees favors more vigorous trees,
the retention of vigorous trees will lead to the germination of healthy genetic populations
of new trees in the forest. This rule can be applied to understory shrubs and groundcover
as well.
B.

Harvesting to Favor Healthy and Dominant Trees
Tree selection over the next 10 years will be mostly limited to the following types

of trees:
•

Trees which naturally fail to thrive due to suppression

•

Trees with severely limited crown cover

•

Damaged trees that would likely be broken or killed due to storms

•

Co-dominant trees that share canopy with dominant trees but do not display as
vigorous characteristics.

•

Co-dominant trees that threaten to weaken the growth of dominant trees.
The future understory of natural regeneration will be thinned in a similar manner.

Small group cuts may be allowed in certain situations to emulate natural age mosaics and
to favor unique species. It will be possible to include the removal of dominant trees but
not to the extent that the total volume of growth is compromised. By choosing some
dominants to remove, other dominants, co-dominants, and understory trees are given a
better chance to continue growing.
C.

Retain Tallest Trees
As a general rule, the tallest trees, which stand above the canopy and possess the

most crown cover should not be harvested during this phase of thinning. Because of their
adaptation to stronger winds, these trees will maintain the greatest resilience to the
thinning effects and be less likely to be effected by sun scald and wind throw.
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D.

Management by Age
Commercial saw timber production will mostly be limited to the predominant age

group of 65 year old Douglas fir and grand fir. Pole wood and firewood will come from
this age group as well as understory thinning of younger Douglas fir, cedar, and grand fir
trees. Trees in the 120 year age category are consider “legacy trees” and should not be
harvested.

These trees are significant as they provide variance in age, height, and

structure of an otherwise even aged forest.

Post logging damage (sun scorch and

skidding scars) is evidenced on many of these trees. This reduces their timber value
while increasing their value to wildlife. Trees that reach this age category over time may
be candidates for harvest in the future.
The current older trees will be allowed to remain standing until they fall to the
floor naturally thereby contributing to the forest nutrient cycling process and providing
opportunities to wildlife. Additionally, these trees may be felled if they are considered a
threat to people or infrastrucutre. In this case these trees are to remain on the forest floor
in order to perform the above-mentioned services.
E.

Management for Diversity
When appropriate, tree selection will follow a principle of increasing forest

diversity by favoring less dominant species. Considerations for managing diversity
should be applied at the individual tree level but also projected to the landscape level.
F.

Management for Woody Debris
All woody debris save for wood removed for use will remain on the forest floor

after each cut. A target of more than 5-10% of the commercial pole harvest will be set
for all forest units. All butt logs, tops, branches, milling off-cuts, and defective stems are
also to be left on the forest floor. When possible, this debris should be lopped and
scattered or chipped and blown into the understory. Debris in good contact with the forest
floor should not be considered a wildfire threat as long as it is more than 15 feet from the
nearest ladder fuel. This debris will contribute to forest nutrient cycling, retain soil
moisture, create habitat for fungi, microbes, insects, amphibians, and reptiles, and
compensate for the general loss in biomass through future timber harvests.
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Trees may be felled and left to lie in the forest to increase the presence of
decaying wood on the forest floor. Maser and Trap (1984) state that large debris greater
than 20 inches in diameter hold the greatest potential for long-term nutrient cycling.
G.

Management of Forest Climate
It will be necessary, when thinning, to strike a balance between the goal of

reducing competition through tree removal and preventing stress to the forest by
maintaining existing microclimates. Because of the concern of tree stress and wind-throw
(already occurring across exposed sections of the site) thinnings will be graduated over
time rather than implemented in one larger event. Thinning rates, which would call for
removal of more than ½ of the stand volume if implemented now, will be carried out over
the course of the next 10-15 years in at least 2 harvests.
Care should be taken during the removal of trees in order to maintain a partially
closed canopy whenever shade tolerant understory species are being established and to
admit enough light through small group cuts to promote the growth of shade intolerant
species. It is important, given the long period of drought and projected climate trends, to
limit the amount of direct sun that passes to the forest floor. This will prevent overdrying
of the forest understory that contributes to current drought conditions. In addition,
managing microclimate will prevent understory species from going into light-shock and
slowing their growth.
H.

Natural Regeneration
Naturally regenerated seedlings with good form and rates of growth should be

favored over introduced plants of the same species. As the thinning of unhealthy and out
competed trees favors more vigorous trees, the retention of vigorous trees will favor
healthy genetic populations of germinating trees in this forest. This rule applies to
understory shrubs and groundcover as well.
I.

Maintain Unique and Endangered Species and Habitats
As already mentioned, this site contains sections of Oregon White Oak and

meadow plant species. Oak trees and their plant associates are accustomed to very little
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tree competition. These unique stands are to be maintained through the thoughtful
removal of competing tree species. Eventually, as competing trees are removed from the
site groups of oak trees should be managed to create a mosaic of woodland with an
average canopy opening of 50%. Individual trees trees can be maintained with a cleared
radius of 30 + feet beyond their dripline. If fir trees are tangled in the oaks, they can be
girdled and turned into snags.
J.

Brush and Invasive Species Management
Trees in sections of these units are under moderate competition from blackberries,

Scotch broom and other thick shrub vegetation.
Blackberries can be managed mechanically by flail mower or by weed whacker
with a brush cutting attachment. All chips and cut brush, will be piled around the base of
the tree. The optimum time to mow blackberries is in the spring when they are in full
bloom. At this time, they have devoted the greatest amount of their energy to their above
ground parts, and their roots are more likely to rot without sprouting back. Three seasons
of aggressive control is typically enough to decay the roots. Following initial mowing,
blackberries occurring in grazed section of the property blackberries may be prevented
from re-sprouting by allowing sheep or goats to forage on fresh canes.
Scotch broom can be cut when the bushes are in full flower. At this time, the
plants have devoted the most energy to their above ground parts and will be least likely to
sprout back from the root crown.

Limiting ground disturbance will decrease the

likelihood of further seedling emergence of scotch broom. Follow removal of broom
with alternate desired nitrogen fixing species such as lupine, clover, or vetches. Scotch
broom will fail to thrive in a nitrogen rich environment.
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Image 13: Sheep enclosure on left showing 100% blackberry re-sprout
control
K.

Integrated Pest Management
Vegetation and disease management at Aproveco will utilize integrated pest

management (IPM) as a control method. IPM is a holistic approach to weed and pest
control and includes the following elements:
1.

Monitoring for the presence of pests and pest damage.

2.

Assessing the environmental conditions that are resulting in the damage.

3.

Setting acceptable thresholds for pest tolerance.

4.

Developing an integrated treatment plan.

5.

Implementing the treatment plan at the best time to achieve control.

6.

Evaluating the effectiveness of the treatment.

7.

Adapting treatment plans based on the outcomes of previous treatments.
The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) provides technical and

financial assistance for IPM practices by helping farmers establish:
•

A diverse crop rotation that reduces habitat for major pests and increases
habitat for natural enemies.
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L.

•

Borders of beneficial species habitat.

•

Farming techniques to improve soil quality.

•

Planting of locally adapted, pest resistant cultivars.
Seedling Survival
There are three main factors that affect survival of seedlings: creating the ideal

conditions for the desired species to naturally regenerate through seed, protecting new
seedlings from competing plants, and protecting new seedlings from deer and other
browse animals.
Whether maintaining existing trees, newly planted stock, or small seedlings, it
will be important to reduce the impacts of competing vegetation. The goal of brush
management will be to allow target trees and other vegetation to acquire a “free to grow”
condition. This means that the trees or stand of trees are of good form, have a high
probability of remaining vigorous, healthy, and competitive to undesired vegetation. The
primary strategy will be to cut back brush and brambles within a radius of at least three
feet from the base of the tree. The brush should not go right to the stem of the tree but be
arranged in a doughnut a foot or more from the stem in order to limit the shelter for
rodents that will chew the bark. The brush can also be used as a “brash hedge” – piled up
to dissuade deer from browsing on the new vegetation. When grass offers significant
competition, it should be removed from the immediate root zone of the tree and replaced
with mulch. A bucket of wood-chips piled 1-2 feet around the tree will suppress
competing grasses and retain soil water.
It is important to recognize that complete protection from animal damage is
unnecessary or practical. Plants have adapted to tolerate certain levels of damage and
disturbance. Animals play very important roles in the establishment and maintenance of
forest ecosystems and the tradeoff from some losses is acceptable. However, deer and
rodent browsing on young tree can be a significant concern.
The first strategy for minimizing wildlife impacts is to favor large and vigorous
seedlings with strong and well-developed root systems. Plants that can forage effectively
for nutrients and water and grow fast will have the best chances of survival following
browsing. The most viable strategy to prevent loss from wildlife may be to increase the
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odds of forest establishment by retaining far more trees than will eventually be needed.
This gives the added benefit of being able to keep the most healthy and vigorous species
in the long-run. It also hedges against the likelihood that some saplings will be killed
during timber harvests. The final consideration is plant protection through either the use
of brash hedges, individual tree guards, or fencing. It is preferable to protect trees until
their central leaders are above browse height. For shrubs, protection should last for a few
years in order to allow them to establish vigorous root systems and a capability to resprout following heavy browsing. Trees need to be as tall as 6 feet to provide complete
protection from deer, Hardwood trees are often favored over conifers by deer. It may be a
good idea to utilize tree-guards on special high value hardwoods like walnut and
chestnut. Tree guards will also be necessary in all grazed silvopasture zones.
M.

Retention of Snags
A target of 2 snags per acre will be set for all forested units. These should be more

than 50 feet from the edge of managed open spaces and adjacent clearcuts. This equates
to approximately 30 snags across the entire site. Snags can be created through girdling,
plugging with fungus, or topping by saw or dynamite. However, as a general rule, only
trees in the predominant 65-year age class, and not legacy trees may be targeted for snag
creation. Although creating snags may be seen as a loss of potential timber revenue,
snags are an investment in the long-term ecological health of the forest. Trees with
broken or forked tops, large taper, hollow stems, or bowed trunks should be prioritized
for snag creation because of their low economic value. Some “defects” in these trees are
perfect nesting and roosting sites for birds. Additionally, snags may be created in clusters
or otherwise sited to limit their conflict with future logging operations. Locating snags
amidst other living trees can prevent wind-throw and extend the extend the standing
dead-tree period.
M.

Situational Tree Selection from the 120 year Cohort
In places where there is a concentration of the original 120 year cohort, the patch

should be assessed for the opportunity to release the dominant trees in the original cohort.
This should be done by creating snag trees. Any trees from the original cohort cut down
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should be left as woody debris. This could be an opportunity to reach the target snags per
acre; especially in areas where there are not many suitable candidates.
N.

Adaptive Management
Future management goals and prescriptions will be adapted to learned experience

in carrying out the prescriptions in this plan. Projects evolve over time and the approach
to land care must be fluid and capable of adaptation.
12.3

Riparian Zone and In-Stream Activities
The principle goal of the riparian zones is to maintain and promote natural

disturbance regimes and ecological processes while assuring protection from flooding to
other farm zones, infrastructure and neighboring properties. These areas will be
maintained with the following objectives in mind:
•

Increasing and maintaining conifer presence in the forest

•

Contributing a long-term source of woody debris to streams

•

Preventing erosion of the waterways and retaining sediment

•

Increasing streamside shade

•

Increasing off-channel aquatic habitat

•

Increasing forest habitat for birds and other wildlife

•

Increasing summer water presence in the landscape for soil productivity,
biological diversity, and wildlife drinking sources.

A.

Creation of Flow-Through Channels and Off-Channel Habitats
Aprovecho will continue to engage with the BLM, Oregon Department of Fish

and Wildlife, and the Coast Fork Willamette Watershed Council to increase off-channel
habitat through log placement projects designed to reconnect the floodplain and create
flow-through channels within the adjacent riparian forest surrounding Calico Creek. Log
and boulder placement will follow the guidelines in the State of Oregon technical guide
“Placement of Wood, Boulders, and Gravel for Habitat Restoration”.
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B.

Maintaining Conifers for Long-Term Stream Structure
As noted above, large conifers, with their slow rates of decay, are important

elements of stable river systems. They provide grade control and increase the presence of
spawning gravels while providing a long-term source of nutrients for the aquatic foodweb. All large conifers, greater than 15” DBH will be retained within 100 feet of either
side of the high water mark of the stream channel. Smaller conifers may be harvested
only for use as check dams within the stream channel.
C.

Off-channel Watering Systems and Livestock Exclusion Fencing
It will be necessary to keep livestock out of the riparian zone both for the sake of

water quality and the protection of young trees and shrubs. Fencing waterways and
supplying water to pastures protects the riparian zone while improving the quality of the
grazing systems on site. Fenced paddocks and water supplied within the pastures will be
a necessary step in the process of creating a well-designed rotational grazing system.
Woven wire fences will be established along the edges of grazing zones in order to
protect all riparian waterways.
Photovoltaic (PV) panels are often used to power livestock and irrigation watering
systems. A benefit of using solar energy to power agricultural water pump systems is that
increased water requirements for livestock and irrigation tend to coincide with the
seasonal increase of incoming solar energy. When properly designed, these PV systems
can also result in significant long-term cost savings and a smaller environmental footprint
compared to conventional power systems. It will be necessary to apply for a domestic
livestock watering permit with the Oregon Department of Water Resources in order to
utilize the waterways for stock watering.
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Image 14:

Elements of a typical installation supplied by a surface water source
(Natural Resource Conservation Service Technical Note 28)

D.

No Harvest Zones and Riparian Management Areas
The official stream classification for Calico Creek is “unknown.” However,

aquatic surveys conducted by Aprovecho and ODFW have consistently found adult and
juvenile cutthroat trout and their spawning beds. The stream should be reclassified as
Small Type F (fish bearing) All type F streams in western Oregon are protected by a 6meter no-harvest zone for trees and a 3-meter no-harvest zone for understory native
vegetation. It is also mandatory that any tree leaning over the active channel is retained.
The no-harvest zone is contained within a larger riparian management area
(RMA) within which timber harvests are regulated. The width of the RMA is 15 meters
for large Type F streams.
Oregon’s riparian management guidelines include an “active management” option
that uses a basal area credit system for live tree retention in an RMA. If habitat
enhancement projects are implemented the target basal area may be reduced to allow
more harvest in the RMA. For instance, each log placed in a large or medium type F
stream, receives a basal area credit twice that of the log placed in the stream. The credit
for other restoration or enhancement projects is negotiated with the Oregon Department
of Forestry and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.
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Table 3:

Stream classification and riparian zone management guidelines for
western Oregon. Young, 2000
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12.4

Grassland and Woodland Activities

A.

Establishing and Maintaining Oak Savannas and Woodlands
Historically, Oregon white oak prairies and woodlands were a major component

of the Willamette Valley landscape. Oak habitats have persisted in areas where periodic
grazing and mowing has maintained oaks and their plant associates despite the pressures
of conifer competition. Today, most of the remaining oak systems in the Valley are in
need of some sort of management to maintain their vitality and persistence and most
stands of oak are composed of only the second and third generation offspring of the trees
that predated European contact. What follows are some guiding strategies for savanna
and woodland establishment. These guidelines hold in mind that future savanna zones
will be maintained with a mix of oaks and other multipurpose tree species.
B.

Grassland Regeneration
Both broadcasting seed and seed drilling have been found to be viable sowing

methods for prairies. While a seed drill leads to more efficient use of seed and potentially
higher emergence rates, it requires cleared ground and machine access to be effective. No
till drills, which combine light disk cultivation with a seed drill do not require heavy
cultivation to function. However, in this context drilling is impractical and broadcast
seeding may be the best choice. When broadcast seeding, it is generally recommended
that twice as much seed be used than the amount recommended for a drill. Best
management practices for drilling and broadcasting involve a “cross sowing” strategy
where seed is applied in two passes with one pass being perpendicular to the other. One
simple practice is to carry out seasonal seed collection for distribution to impacted zones.
This activity, sometimes called “Huck and Shuck,” utilizes the mosaic of varying plant
assemblages within a field as “mother gardens” for propagule dispersal. Farmers and
researchers alike have documented increased survival of broadcasted seed when the hoof
action of animals is utilized. Highest success is under Farmers in the Willamette Valley
have success sowing seed among their animals as part of a time controlled, short
duration, and high-density grazing through the fall and late winter/early spring. One
method for economic establishment of native wildflowers is to follow a rested pasture
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rotation. First a paddock is established by cross fencing, prepped by mob grazing, then
seeded to a forb mix. After 1-2 years of rest, the paddock is returned to general rotational
grazing. This rest paddock can be moved across the site over time to establish stronger
seed banks of native forbs. Deferring grazing for 4-6 weeks during the late spring allows
both perennial grasses and forbs time to grow, flower, and set seed before moisture leaves
the soil. As part of this grazing program, a grazing pass will often take place near the end
of the summer dormant period. This helps to remove dead stem bases and thatch through
hoof action or trampling. This puts the dead material in contact with the ground and
increases nutrient turnover while reducing fire risk.
C.

Grassland Maintenance
Herbivory and periodic fire are both natural processes in grassland systems. They

act together to maintain the dynamics of oak prairie ecosystems. Although fire was the
principle tool of the tribes of the Willamette Valley, its use today is complicated by
private property boundaries, hazardous fuel loads, the risk of fire spreading to adjacent
landowners, and a general lack of expertise in effective fire management. Additionally, if
not financed by restoration grants, the cost of a burning project is a significant expense to
the landowner as it will be necessary to carry out any burning with the assistance of the
local fire district and under consultation with regional experts. It is typical that a
prescribed fire takes years to pull off given the present-day resources and the inability of
fire-crews to be available whenever the weather is perfect. So, fire will probably at the
most used as a periodic complement to more routine maintenance through mowing and
grazing.
Given the restoration emphasis of grazing in oak ecosystems, a more targeted
species by species approach to vegetation management will likely need to occur. In
general, management intensive grazing is the best practice for smaller acreage oak
grasslands. In management intensive grazing, fields are broken up into smaller paddocks
in order to manage the timing of grazing. Typically, a field or paddock will be
surrounded by permanent fence and cross-fenced with temporary electric fencing. The
animals are moved progressively through the field in timed pulses determined by the
stocking rate and the plant recovery period. Carrying out grazing to maintain a shifting
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mosaic of intensively grazed and underutilized patches helps to maintain structural
variation and diversity throughout the grazed zones.
For best results, grazing should be designed to prevent overgrazing of choice
species. The time it takes for a plant to regrow to its full energy potential following being
bitten is called the recovery period. The key to preventing overgrazing is to carefully time
the grazing of plants so that they have an adequate recovery period. Recovery periods
vary by species and by season. During the highest flush time of the year, the recovery
period may be as little as 10 days, during the drier periods of the year, a plant may take
90 days to recover. During the dormant period, it may take more than 180 days for a plant
to recover.
Seasonality of grazing is another important factor. Preventing animals from
grazing spring ephemerals, allowing wildflowers to set seed, and limiting herd impacts on
soil during the wet season stand out as three timing objectives for herd management in
oak savannas. To assist with this time based management, The Savory Institute provides
a timed rotation tool called the “Aid Memoir” which assists in planning grazing’s impact
on a species by species basis in intensively managed systems
When grazing is not preferred or impractical, mowing and burning can serve as
alternative management strategies.
D.

Oak Release
Oak trees and their plant associates are accustomed to very little tree competition.

These unique stands are to be maintained through the thoughtful removal of competing
tree species. Eventually, as competing trees are removed from the site groups of oak trees
should be managed to create a mosaic of woodland with an average canopy opening of
50%. Individual trees trees can be maintained with a cleared radius of 30 + feet beyond
their dripline. If fir trees are tangled in the oaks, they can be girdled and turned into
snags.
E.

Hardwood Tree Establishment and Protection
Since tree seedlings will be establishing in areas potentially accessible to

livestock, trees will need to be protected within sturdy cages to protect them from being
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eaten or trampled in the first few years of their life. Mature trees can be harmed by soil
compaction or root exposure by animals congregating and grazing under trees. Soil
compaction is of greatest concern during the rainy season and on finely textured clay
soils. Because of this, in some cases, grazed woodlands should not be utilized as
livestock overwintering areas. Livestock can take advantage of the microclimate and
nutritional benefits of trees if watering and feeding areas are laid out to encourage
animals to spread out and circulate throughout the entire pasture.
12.5

Agroforestry Opportunities

Elements of the Following Discussion Apply to all Units.
A.

Establishment of Silvopasture and Rotational Grazing Systems
Silvopasture is defined as the intentional integration of animal pasturing into the

forest or savanna landscape. This system follows a prescriptive grazing regime that relies
on monitoring and well-timed and moderated herd effects to manage competing
vegetation, maintain unique habitats, increase soil health and biodiversity, diversify farm
income, and improve animal welfare.
Units 7, 13, and 15 will incorporate silvopasture. Moving animals from pasture to
forest ensures they get a balanced diet by having access to a higher diversity of forage
options. Herbaceous forb and grass plant species vary greatly from open pasture to
woodland understory environments. Growth and dry-down periods also vary, meaning a
potentially longer season of high quality forage. In cool temperate climates, pastures
consist primarily of cool-season grasses, which decline in productivity during the hotter
summer months. In many cases this decline parallels the time when there is the greatest
nutritional need for lactating animals. The main goal of silvopasture at Aprovecho will
be to utilize animals to establish and maintain a mixed oak/hardwood savanna. The
scattered tree cover in savanna systems improves pasture nutrient cycling and forage
availability while increasing the potential yields of the landscape. Additionally, given the
context of dry summers in our Mediterranean climate, the fruit and nut supply through
the Summer and Fall provides increased carbohydrates at a time when grass and forb
palatability is at its lowest. Trees on pasture enable animals to adapt their microclimate
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needs in hot and cold weather.

Heat stress reduces the appetite of an animal and can

cause reductions in weight gain, decreases in milk production, increased calving
mortality, and thus increased cost.
Well-designed silvopasture systems include a diversity of tree crops including
patches of conifers for winter “living barns” for livestock, and timber, fruit, and nut
producing trees, which provide multiple income streams.
The first key to success with silvopasture is adequate sunlight at ground level. It
is recommended to aim for about 50% shade in forest silvopasture systems. This supports
good growth of cool season grasses. The second key is establishing target forage species.
Good forage species for this site include:
•

Perennial Ryegrass

•

Orchard Grass

•

Tall Fescue

•

Subterranean Clover

•

White Clover

The third key to successful silvopasture is to ensure adequate rest periods between
pulses of grazing. Most grasses should be grazed to 50% of their aboveground biomass
and then allowed to rest. Rest periods of 30 days are typical for Western Oregon.
Number of days on a given pasture is usually 3 to 5 days for efficient forage
consumption. A mixture of temporary and permanent fencing will be required to manage
the animal rotations.
Silvopasture management requires a mix of good forest practice and pasture
management. The benefits of fire prevention, animal health, forest nutrient cycling, and
maximizing the yields of the site are vast when good observation, monitoring, and
adaptive management are applied.
B.

Establishment of Multifunctional Hedgerows and Upland Buffers
Hedgerows are long rows of mixed woody shrubs and trees generally planted within

agricultural settings, where they can double as windbreaks, shelterbelts for livestock, and
add diversity to field margins. Hedgerows also serve as upland buffers systems when they
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are designed to filter nutrients from adjacent grazing paddocks or mitigate runoff from
roads and other surfaces. Hedgerows can also serve as habitat for natural enemies of crop
pests, including insectivorous birds, snakes, owls, hawks, and predatory or parasitoid
insects. Hedgerows play important roles in maintaining on-farm diversity, and their
destruction over the last half-century in the Willamette Valley and throughout
agricultural areas worldwide has led to declining habitat for birds and insects.
In forested settings, hedgerows can be designed to soften the abrupt edges between
clearings and forest margins. These areas are often outside the scope of mowing or
grazing management, and are often where invasive species like Himalayan blackberry
proliferate, so making a plan to diversify the structure and function of these marginal
ecosystems can also be productive in regard to invasive species management.
Hedgerow species selection can also be based on harvestable yields of nuts, berries,
flowers, honey, firewood, livestock fodder, and herbal medicine, making them a good
investment for diversifying farm income.
In addition to the pollinator-specific plants listed below, some additional species to
consider for these applications include:

C.

•

Filbert (Corylus cornuta)

•

Linden (Tilia cordata)

•

California Black Walnut (Juglans hindsii)

•

Goumi (Eleaganus multiflora)

•

Rose (Rosa rugosa)

•

Yellowhorn Nut (Xanthoceras sorbifolium)

•

Mulberry (Morus nigra)

•

Gooseberry (Ribes uva-crispa)

•

Black Currant (Ribes nigrum)

•

Red or White Currant (Ribes rubrum)

•

Crabapple (Malus fusca)

•

Elderberry (Sambucus spp.)

Use of Forage Trees and Shrubs
Agroforestry systems that cultivate trees and shrubs specifically for fodder

include hedgerow/alley pasture systems, riparian forest buffers, and windbreaks. There is
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growing interest in utilizing perennial fodder species as a simple way to gain an extra
yield from trees planted for the benefit of natural resources and wildlife. For example,
farmers in New Zealand have been exploring the value of willows and poplars planted for
soil conservation to provide emergency feed during the summer drought period.

Image 15:

Willow Forage Hedgerow (AgForward)
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Image 16: Forage, Windbreak, and Beneficial Insect Hedgerow (AgForward)

Image 17: Apple Trees Establishing in Hedgerows (AgForward)
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D.

Management for Pollinators
Pollinators are a critical feature of a functional ecosystem, as many plant species

depend on their proliferation for successful reproduction. Many types of creatures
perform pollination services, including bees, wasps, flies, beetles, moths, butterflies,
hummingbirds, and bats. Today, pollinators of all sorts are declining in population, due to
conversion of habitat to monoculture-based agricultural production, urban development,
and widespread application of pesticides. Pollinators require both food and habitat for
raising their young, so their needs are quite diverse. For example, insect pollinators rely
on nectar resources from certain plants, pollen resources from others, and require
different sorts of plants for nest building or egg deposition. So, building up pollinator
numbers and diversity requires planting and maintaining a wide diversity of plant species.

Table 4:

Pollinator Food and Shelter Requirements

Pollinator

Food

Shelter
Most nest in bare or partially vegetated, well drained soil;
can also construct domed nests of mud, plant resins, saps,
or gums on the surface of rocks or trees; nest in narrow
tunnels in dead standing trees, or excavate nests within
the pith of stems or twigs

Solitary bees

Nectar and pollen

Bumble bees

Nectar and pollen

Most nest in small cavities (approx. softball size), often
underground in abandoned rodent nests, but can be in
hollow trees or walls, or under a clump of grass

Butterflies and Moths
- egg

Non-feeding stage

Usually on or near larval host plant

Butterflies and Moths
- caterpillar

Leaves of larval host plants

Larval host plants

Butterflies and Moths
- pupa

Non-feeding stage

Protected site such as a bush, tall grass, a pile or leaves or
sticks or, in the case of some moths, underground

Butterflies and Moths
- adult

Nectar, some males obtain nutrients,
minerals, and salt from rotting fruit,
tree sap, animal dung and urine,
carrion, clay deposits, and mud puddles

Flowers and a variety of other resources: rotting fruit, tree
sap, animal dung and urine, carrion, clay deposits, and
mud puddles

Hummingbirds

Nectar, insects, tree sap, spiders,
caterpillars, aphids, insect eggs, and
willow catkins

Trees, shrubs, and vines. Typically need red, deepthroated flower, such as twin berry or penstemons

Source: NRCS Publication “Plants for Pollinators in Oregon”
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The Xerces Society of Portland lists the following principles for pollinators:

•

Habitat along streams should contain a diversity of plants. Willows, in particular,
will nourish bumblebee queens in the spring so that large numbers of workers are
available when crops begin to bloom.

•

Hedgerows with a wide variety of plants that have overlapping flowering periods
will provide pollinator habitat and nectar sources throughout the growing season
and strengthen populations of natural enemies to crop pests.

•

Keeping dead trees standing provides shelter for native bees. Some solitary bees
build nests in abandoned beetle tunnels in snags.

•

Fallow fields and set aside zones, especially when sown with native flowers, can
offer important resources for native bees.

•

Insecticides kill pollinators and herbicides may destroy plants important for both
food and shelter. It is preferable to minimize your use of these products.

•

A vegetable, flower, or herb garden, with a diverse assortment of plants, is a good
source of food for pollinators.

•

Planting fields with clover or other inexpensive seed and allowing crops to bolt
will supply bees with nectar and pollen.

•

Leave areas next to fields untilled, sprayed, or mowed to support flowering plants
and provide nest sites for ground nesting bees.

•

Flowering plants-certain legumes in particular- can be included in cover crop
mixes to supply pollen and nectar.

•

Making bee blocks for wood nesting bees is a good way to increase the number of
native bees in your landscape.
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Image 20: Pollinator Habitat Strategies (NRCS)
Some regionally appropriate species for this site include:
·

Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium)

·

Goldenrod (Solidago canadensis)

·

Lupine (Lupinus spp.)

·

Scorpionweed (Phacelia tanacetifolia)

·

Golden Currant (Ribes aureum)

·

Tall Oregon Grape (Berberis aquifolium)

·

Red Flowering Currant (Ribes sanguineum)

·

Meadowsweet (Spiraea douglasii)

·

Redbud (Cercis occidentalis)

·

California Lilac (Ceanothus thrysiflorus)

·

Buckbrush (Ceanothus cuneatus)

·

Willow (Salix spp.)

·

Spiderflower (Cleome hassleriana)

·

Oceanspray (Holodiscus discolor)

·

Nootka Rose (Rosa nutkana)

·

Serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia)

·

Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana)

·

Douglas Hawthorn (Craetagus douglasii)

E.

Forest Farming and Management of Non-Timber Forest Products
As markets, local uses, or research and demonstration opportunities are seen to

exist for non - timber products, they may be maintained and encouraged for various
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applications. The use of coppice for basketry, lath construction, and other weaving arts,
harvesting woodland medicines, the production of wood for mushroom culture, and a
sustainable harvest of shrubs and groundcover for nursery production and bouquets, are
all possible value added avenues for this forest operation.
F.

Edible Forest Gardens
Recognized increasingly in agroforestry as a multifunctional way to diversify the

food, habitat, and ecosystem services of intensive residential zones, edible forest gardens
are an important new class of agroforestry system for the temperate zone. Aprovecho has
been pioneering the development of extensive forest gardens at various scales throughout
the property as demonstrations and research for perennial food production, locally viable
fruit, nut, and perennial vegetable varieties, and management methodologies.
Aprovecho’s forest gardens blend the edge between managed conifer forest, open
meadow, hardwood grove, and intensive annual gardens and increase the habitat potential
of these edge environments.
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13.

Access and Water Improvements

Well
Aprovecho is required to maintain a well to provide water to residents and
visitors. The well delivers approximately 28 gallons per minute from a static water level
of around 80 feet. The well output does fluctuate and has a fairly rapid drawdown rate
(70 feet in 1 hour) when tested in June. The depth of the well was lowered from 150 feet
to 165 feet in the summer of 2010 following the well being no longer able to deliver
water in late summer. It is assumed that the aquifer is impacted by the drying conditions
if not being overdrawn.
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Ponds
The well crisis led Aprovecho to begin emphasizing pond development as a
means of increasing both above ground water storage and groundwater infiltration. A
series of ponds have been installed since that time following the completion of a spring
water right for the eastern valley (Unit 2). The ponds are planned for both units 2 and 4
and the layout is as follows. A keypoint pond located at the top of unit 2 will overflow
into a large 1 million gallon pond. This pond will be outfitted with a baffled pipe and
supply irrigation water throughout the site. The water main-line will be 3” pipe and
supply a series of fire hookup points throughout the property as well. This pond will feed
into a series of 4 smaller 4-10 foot deep ponds designed as an outdoor aquaculture
production zone. Below these ponds will be another larger multipurpose pond. Its main
function will be for fish stocking and recreation. It will overflow into a duck pond
adjacent to the garden. This pond is periodically drained to supply nutrient rich water to
plantings within unit 15. The water then flows to two shallow “filtration ponds” planted
to an assortment of aquatic plants that clean the water before it makes its way into Calico
Creek.
A second keypoint pond in unit 4 will rout water onto the flat of the ridge in unit
3. This ridge pond will supply gravity fed irrigation water to the plantings near the top of
unit 15; an area not supplied by the irrigation pond in unit 2. The water then routs back
into unit 4 to encounter a second larger valley pond. One more pond will be located at the
bottom of this system before the water runs through unit 7 to Calico Creek.
These ponds will address Aprovecho’s non-potable water needs and serve
multifunctional roles in Aprovecho’s master plan: irrigation, fire protection, summer
drinking water sources for wildlife, aquatic habitat, restoration hydrology, and recreation.
Water Tanks
Water tanks will function as header points for potable water storage from
springwater and rainwater sources. Aprovecho’s 10,0000 gallon ferrocement raintank
(west side of unit 15 - black dot) will serve as a pumping station for a larger 30,000
gallon tanks located at the top of unit 15 (red dot). The location of the 10,000 gallon tank
positions it to catch water from all roofs and prings on the property. A small solar piston
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pump may be utilized to move this water to its higher location at the top of the hill. Solar
pumping in the summer and hydro-pumping in the winter may be options for this
location.
Springs
There are small springs near the top of units 2 and 10. Aprovecho has a water
right (renewed every 20 years with next renewal in 2023) from a spring located at the top
of the drainage in unit 10. This spring delivers approximately 4 gallons per minute
throughout the dry season. This spring has been excavated and outfitted with a 2.5 inch
pipe. The pipe snakes through unit 10 and 11, crosses the creek just upstream of the shop,
and connects to the buried irrigation lines that feed the lower half of the garden. It also
tee’s off to supply water to unit 12. The spring needs to be improved with a better takeout
system and outfitted with a consistent diameter of pipe (1.5” would be sufficient). This
pipe should be run down the drainage in unit 10 in order to keep it out of timber
operations.
A second 4 gallon per minute spring is located at the top of unit 2 on Aprovecho’s
property just upstream of the keypoint pond. This spring will be enclosed in a
ferrocement cistern that routs a fraction of the total water to the future ferrocement tank
at the top of unit 15.
It is important also to mention the “Tom Ward” spring in unit 10. This was
developed in the 1990s but has since lost all flow perhaps as a result of increasing
drought conditions.
Roads and Trails
The gravel road is in need of grading and surfacing. Additional parking areas will
be developed near the northeast corner of unit 15 as part of this project. Three primary,
milling, log staging, and turnaround sites will be located along the gravel road. This
parking area will double as one of these sites. The historic lodge site will be cleared and
used as a staging site for log loading and off-site pickup for lumber sales given its
proximity to the entrance and functional road circuit for log truck access. A third site,
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located just adjacent to the stock pond on the west side of unit 1 will function as a third
location.
A dry season dirt access road will be installed along the ridge and contour of units
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This road will have a 12 foot clearance to allow for small sized log
trucks, tractors, and horses. It will have ridgeline landings for various forestry tasks and
vehicle turnarounds.
Finally, a horse and foot trail network has been layed out on a 1:50 rise over run
throughout the site to allow for easy material circulation by wheelbarrow, wheeled arch,
and horse. This trail network also connects to staging sites and other critical linkages
throughout the forest lands.
Road surface shapes include outsloped, insloped, and crowned. Image 22 depicts
an outsloped road with no ditch (top), an insloped road with an inside ditch (center), and
a crowned road with an inside ditch (bottom).

Image 21: Options for Road Grading
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The primary gravel road has lost most of its gravel base and does not have a
uniform grade. It is suggested that this road be crowned on all relatively flat slopes and
graded outward on steep slopes wherever possible. This will reduce the erosive force of
water on the road and maintain an even profile for vehicles.
The dirt forest access road will be outsloped. Outsloped road shapes are often the
best choice because of their lower construction and maintenance coasts. Where cut-banks
have seeps, an outsloped road can be combined with an inside ditch. Insloped and
crowned roads generally require more hillslope cutting and have higher cut-banks than
outsloped roads because of the extra width needed for a ditch.
The dirt access road and some trails have sections with grades steeper than 8%. In
these locations, outsloping will not be enough to keep the effects of water erosion off of
the roads and trails . It may be necessary to install rolling dips or waterbars at some
locations to mitigate erosion on steep slopes. Most rolling dips are used where grades are
less than 12-14%. The axis of the dip should be perpendicular to the road alignment and
sloped to 3-4% across the road tread.

Image 22: Rolling Dip Design
Waterbars are a secondary option for erosion control on steep roads and trails. In
areas with over 12% grade, waterbars will be the safest and most affordable option.
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Waterbars should extend to the cutbank to intercept all flow and extend beyond the
shoulder of the road. A berm must block and prevent ditch flow from continuing down
the road during flood flows. The excavated waterbar should be constructed to be “selfcleaning” typically with a 30 degree skew to the road alignment with the excavated
material bermed on the downhill side of the road. Water should always be discharged
onto the downhill side on a stable slope protected by vegetation. The cross ditch depth
and width must allow vehicle crossover without destroying the function of the drain.
Culverts
One large culvert at the calico creek crossing is in good condition. It was placed
on solid bedrock and creates no barrier to fish passage. Three more small culverts rout
water under the road as it winds up to the parking lot near the main campus. The middle
culvert is in poor shape while the others are in good condition. It will be necessary to add
a new culvert at the middle culvert given the need to connect the two filtration ponds in
unit 15 and a new culvert for the updated road below the large fish stocking pond.
Three more culverts will be necessary in order to complete the access system
proposed above: one at the spillway for the pond crossing in unit 2 and another at the
pond crossing in unit 4. All other ponds will be maintained with earthen spillways.
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14.

Fire Plan

1.

Maintain defensible space around buildings
It is important to create defensible space around building structures to protect

from fire moving from structures to the forest or vise versa. A fire-protected buffer
should be maintained to within 100 ft. of buildings. To create this buffer, ladder fuels are
removed from trees as well as any dense vegetation that can fuel a fire. Dead plants and
vegetation should be removed, woodpiles stored 50 feet or more away from other
structures, and horizontal space maintained between trees and shrubs.
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As can be seen in the map above, clearing trees in the gradient zones between unit
15 and units 3 and 7 in order to convert to open woodland and meadow, will substantially
increase the total defensible space within the developed zone.
Most trees within the development area in unit 15, are hardwood fruit and nut
trees. These trees are planted amidst periodically irrigated herbaceous landscaping and
daily irrigated annual vegetable plots. This composition will function as a substantial
buffer to any canopy fire moving across the site. The greatest concern for the structures
will be from airborn embers traveling ahead of the fire. Resistance to these ignition
sources will be provided through design of the building infrastructure its self. Measures
include:
● Utilizing metal roofs, gutters and concealed eves.
● Cleaning out all debris from gutters before the dry season.
● Woodpiles should be stored 50 feet or more from other structures.
● Maintaining hydrants with pump-truck hookups adjacent to structures and
connected to non-electric water supplies.
The Firewise Incentive Program helps landowners establish and maintain
defensible space through grants for tree pruning, water tank installations, fire-resistant
landscaping, and irrigation systems.
2.

Promote fire-resistant forests at the landscape level

Outside of the main development zone, resistance to crown fire can be promoted
through creating horizontal and vertical fuel fuel gaps and encouraging hardwood and
riparian vegetation at all elevations within the forest canopy.
o Maintaining all gravel and 12-foot forestry roads as firebreaks.
o Installing a shaded fuel break in strategic locations such as next to a road,
and adjacent to parking lots.
o Maintaining areas of relatively light fuels, such as grasslands and
hardwood glades by removing encroaching brush and conifers.
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o Thinning more heavily next to a natural feature such as a meadow
opening, pond, or rock outcroppings.
Each of these strategies will break up continuous layers of fuel and will greatly
assist in gaining footholds on landscape level fires when they occur. These actions also
emulate, to an extent, the role fire plays in maintaining mosaics in vegetation and therefor
increased overall resilience at the landscape level.
A.

Utilize roads and trails as firebreaks and shaded fuel breaks

Firebreaks are areas where all vegetation is removed down to mineral soil,
thereby completely removing the potential for fuel combustion across a given area.
Firebreaks are typically designed to be 12-15 feet in width or two to three times the width
of the nearest surface vegetation such as herbaceous plants and shrubs.
Shaded fuel breaks differ from firebreaks in that they reduce combustible
vegetation both vertically and horizontally while not completely clearing all vegetation
from the area. This action reduces the chance of fire spreading while also maintaining a
shaded and moist understory microclimate and consequently more green vegetation into
the dry season. Within the shaded fuel break, overstory trees should be thinned to reduce
crown overlaps of conifers. Canopy hardwoods should be maintained and even planted in
shaded fuel breaks.
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Image 23:

Fuel break a) Bird’s Eye View & b) Ground Level View

The width of shaded fuel breaks depends on the type of forest, fuel loading, and
terrain steepness. Topography and flammable fuel load will be the most determining
factor across this site. The following table describes minimum recommended distances
for shaded fuel breaks.
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Uphill Distance

Total Fuel break Distance

% Slope

(Ft)

Downhill Distance (Ft) (Ft)

0

100

100

200

10

90

115

205

20

80

130

210

30

70

145

215

40

60

160

220

50

50

175

225

60

40

190

230

Table 5:

Minimal Fuel break Distance Uphill and Below Road
Depending on Percent Slope.

Thinning of firebreaks and fuel breaks can be timed to correspond with work in
other units of the site in order to reduce costs and impacts. Additionally, thinning of trees
can supply added timber volume for potential sales in the near term. Fuelbreak
development will be covered further in section 12 below.
B.

Promote the establishment of more fire-resistant tree species in the
forest canopy and sub-canopy.

Fire kills trees by killing the cambium (the living cellular layer of the tree just
below the bark), scorching the foliage, and killing buds and roots. By leaving larger trees
in the forest, we can increase the likelihood of the bark protecting the cambium from
severe heat and deep ground insulated root systems. Ponderosa pine, sugar pine, and
Douglas fir all develop thick bark and deep roots. Pines also have other features that help
it survive fire, including an open crown, high moisture content in the foliage, and thick
bud scales. Grand firs and hemlock have more thin bark and shallow roots and are
therefore more likely to be killed in a fire.
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Some hardwoods, especially deciduous species such as red alder, Oregon white
oak, and Big Leaf Maple have higher moisture content than conifers and therefore burn at
lower intensities. It takes a lot of heat to drive water out of a hardwood trees canopy, and
the biomass left in shriveled leaves does not contribute much to addition fire fuels. A
hardwood canopy is also better at absorbing and deflecting radiant heat. Evergreen
hardwoods like madrone and chinquapin have intermediate flammability.
Although a hardwood may be killed in a fire, it is likely to sprout back from the
root following the death of the stem. This tendency can be utilized for the production of
high quality basketry and weaving materials.

Only fire can produce truly straight

resprouted stems on shrubs like hazel, willow, and ocean spray.
3.

Implement an emergency fire access strategy for the property.
● Make it easy to find and access the property.
Posting address and directions to the site on non-flammable material at junction

points of the main road will assure time is not lost in the event of a fire.
B.

Maintain a good road system for firefighting vehicles.

The following Oregon standards will be followed for all roads.

Item

Structural Fire Vehicles

Wildland fire/initial attack vehicles

Road width

20-24 feet

12 feet

Road grade

<5-10%

<15%

Surfacing

Packed gravel or asphalt

Gravel or dirt

Turnarounds

45-55 foot radius

45-55-foot radius

Bridges (weight limits)

40-70,000 lbs.

40-70,000 pounds

Table 6:

Minimum Road Design Standards for Fire Vehicles
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C.

Clear vegetation along roads to allow for adequate firefighting vehicle
access.

This work also helps prevent the spread of fire by creating fuel breaks as
described in the above section.

Oregon’s Senate Bill 360 outlines the following

requirements for vehicle access.

•

Create a fuel break that extends 10 feet from the centerline of the roadway.
Ensure the groundcover adjacent to the road is substantially reduced.

•

Provide minimum vertical clearance of 13.5 feet in the driving area.

This

provides and unobstructed view for firefighters and clears the road of potential
obstructions to access.
•

Provide a minimal horizontal clearing distance of 12 feet in the driving area.

•

Thin and prune trees and shrubs adjacent to the road.

All forest operations must comply with Oregon Department of Forestry regulations
pertaining to operations during fire season. Refer to the Oregon Department of Forestry
Industrial Fire Precaution Levels for regulations around forest operations during fire
season.
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15.

Unit Prescriptions

Unit 1
This unit, along with all other managed forest units, was surveyed following the
guidelines outlined in Oregon State University’s publication “Stand Volume and Growth:
Getting the Numbers” Publication number: EC 1190. 6 permanent 1/20th of an acre plots
were randomly established for each unit and marked with a rebar stake. From this survey,
total trees per acre, periodic (5-year) radial growth, average radial growth, average DBH,
tree height, total board foot volume, and basal area were computed. This data is
summarized in a spreadsheet as part of the appendix. Finally, total trees per acre were
compared to the average diameter at breast height in order to generate a relative density
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percentage following the Oregon State University publication “Competition and Density
in Woodland Stands”. Relative density and periodic radial growth were overlayed with
general site observations to derive thinning rates for each unit.
There are 210 Douglas fir and 10 grand fir per acre across this unit. Average stand
diameter is 16.6 inches. Although reduced significantly in its total trees per acre since the
original 700 tpa across this unit in the 1980s, this stand is still over dense from the
perspective of continued timber production and in relation to the goal of regenerating
understory species for the long term diversity of the stand. From a timber volume
perspective, the periodic annual increment (780 board acre/yr) is lower than the mean
annual increment (1,063 board ft/acre/yr). This indicates that the stand is slowing down
under internal competition and is ready for a thinning. The relative density of the unit is
at 70-75%. This is another measure for the reduced growth and competition extent in the
stand. An ideal relative density for understory production is approximately 35-40%. In
order to attain this percentage in one thinning, it would be necessary to remove ½ of the
total trees across the unit. However, it is important to overlay the fact that the stand has
passed its most productive age while at the same time is facing drought conditions. These
additional points warrant conservative action in terms of thinning. Over thinning could
lead to extreme stress and wind throw amongst the remaining trees. For this reason,
thinning will be graduated and monitored over the next 10 to 20 years in order to attain
an eventual relative density that is optimal for growth of all forest layers. This discussion
applies to all managed forest units.
This unit will be thinned in a mosaic of three different rates. The first rate will
involve thinning to 2/3rd of the basal area utilizing individual tree selection in order to
enhance the growth of Douglas fir and other shade intolerant species. A second thinning
will follow group selection of 2-5 trees at the canopy level. Fir regeneration zones will be
limited to no more than ½ of the unit and focus on patches of established seedlings. The
third rate rate will be to thin to ¾ of the current basal area to reduce competition among
canopy trees and encourage the growth of understory species over approximately ½ of the
unit. The unit is to be maintained following the principles outlined in section 12.2 above.
One 1/5th acre permanent plot will be established for each of the three thinning
rates. Measurements will be taken before harvest and then every 5 years thereafter. This
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monitoring will help the future timber harvests be based on better data regarding forest
response to varying harvest prescriptions.
New road and trail networks will be installed across this unit simultaneous to the
timber harvest. As a component of the access and fire plan, maintain the lowest access
road and main access as a 12 foot firebreak for wildland vehicles and establish a 90 foot
uphill and 115 foot downhill shaded fuelbreak on either side of these roads. Supply these
roads with a 3” water line from the irrigation pond in unit 2 for fire-pump hookup.
Access into unit 3 will be via a broad dam below the irrigation pond in unit 2.
Opportunities for non-timber forest products include ginseng (because of the most
level ground of any forested unit) and mushroom cultivation on stumps and logs. A small
shitake mushroom nursery and a series of chicken of the woods inoculated logs will be
maintained and expanded as part of the management of this unit.
Unit 2
The priority for this unit is to develop the series of ponds described in section 13
above. These ponds will not only complete the water supply needs of the campus area in
unit 14, but their dams will provide vehicle and foot access across this year-round wet
unit into the adjacent forest management zones. Timber harvest in this unit will be
limited to the minimum trees required to clear ground for ponds and roads.
The total elevation drop from the top of this unit’s drainage to Calico Creek is 136
feet. The flow rate during the winter is large enough to validate a small-scale hydropower system. The generator could be located at the shop and constantly charge a battery
bank at this location.
Non-timber forest product opportunities in this unit include vine maple and
willow coppice systems, and oyster, shitake, turkey tail mushroom cultivation.
Unit 3
There are approximately 230 trees per acre across this unit and the periodic
annual increment has fallen below the mean. The same thinning and monitoring protocol
as unit 1 will take place on this unit. Management will follow the principles outlined in
section 9.2 above. All remaining oak trees will be released as part of the group selection
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process. A number of trees will be cleared from the lower section of this unit in order to
make more space for a silvopasture zone in unit 15. Trees were marked with blue striped
ribbon in 2017. The future forest road will run across the top of this zone. It will be 12
feet wide and run on contour across the unit. Ladder fuels will be controlled 50 feet into
the forest beyond this access road. This road will double as a fire break between the
residential zone and the forest. Further discussion on this cut can be found below in unit
14.
A ridge pond will be installed in the middle of this unit. It will be supplied with
water from the uppermost pond in unit 4. The pond will rout water back to unit 4. This
pond could also potentially be supplied by ram pump at the keypoint pond in unit 2. It
will be located in a position that prevents the lens of water (or a dam failure) from
affecting the cabins in unit 14.
A 30,000 gallon ferrocement tank will be installed adjacent to the road in this
unit. This tank will be supplied by pump from a smaller tank in unit 15 and provide
potable water backup to all buildings on site.
Unit 4
This riparian unit will have three ponds built in the next ten years. The ponds will
enable trail and road access between units 3 and 5. There is a substantial amount of vine
maple in the understory and there are opportunities for vine maple coppice and crafts.
However, retain at least ½ of mature vine maple for habitat.
Unit 5
This unit has been the least thinned unit overtime because of access limitations
and retains the majority of pole sized trees left on the site. It will be thinned following the
same prescription for units 1 and 3 and follow the management principles outlined in
section 12.2 above. This unit has a concentration Douglas fir and Incense cedar legacy
trees. This patch should be assessed for the opportunity to release the dominant trees in
the original cohort. This should be done by creating snag trees. Any trees from the
original cohort cut down should be left as woody debris. This could be an opportunity to
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reach the target snags per acre; especially in areas where there are not many suitable
candidates.
The contour access road will continue into this unit the pond in unit 4. The road
will pitch to a 1:50 grade once it enters this unit in order to connect with the old trail that
divides unit 5 and 6. A ridgeline skid trail will be developed to connect with this road to
enable timber extraction from the upper steeps of the primary ridge.
One large 120 year-old hemlock tree is located in the Northwestern edge of the
unit. It should be monitored for seed set and seed should be collected and disseminated
across units 1, 3, 4, and 11.
Unit 6
With its adjacency to ash and oak woodland as well as a steep gradient between
upland mixed conifers to riparian cedar dominated forest, this unit may have the greatest
forest species diversity of any forested unit on the site. The bottom section of this unit
will be moved north approximately 50 feet through the ecotone of the oak meadow and
the forest in order to allow full canopy openings of all oak trees within unit 7 and to make
way for a trail along the new border of the two units. Save for this permanent change, this
unit has been designated a no-timber harvest zone for the next 10 years. 1:50 access trails
will be established in two locations; one leading to a trail system in the far northwest
corner of the site and the other leading from unit 7 down to a large landing in unit 8.
Unit 7
This unit will prioritize oak release through a timber stand improvement project
and maintenance of the unique wet and upland meadow plant assemblages through
prescribed grazing, mowing and fire. Ash thickets will be cleared where they interfere
with the canopy of the oaks. All ash within the open meadow will be maintained as a
coppice. As mentioned above, the unit will be expanded north where it grades into unit 6
in order to release oaks on the North side of the meadow. At the new boundary, a trail
will wrap around the edge, leading from the garden shed in unit 14 to a landing in unit 8.
The trail will be maintained as a firebreak and have a water line running along its parallel
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from the irrigation pond in unit 2. Management will follow the principles outlined in
sections 12.4 and 12.5 above.
Unit 8
The priority for this unit is to continue to restore Calico Creek’s degraded stream
channel in order to completely reconnect the historic. This will be accomplished using
check dams and repairing headcuts following the principles outlined in section 12.3
above. The first order goal is to bring the stream back into year-round flow. If this goal is
to be achieved, it can only be realized by working at the watershed scale – facilitating
partnerships with upstream and downstream landowners. Therefore developing a
cooperative agreement with the Lee and Glaiser family downstream and the BLM
upstream to place check dams along the entire reach of the creek is a priority for the first
5 years of this plan.
As water overcomes the banks and sediment belts spread through the floodplain,
it will be possible to establish shade tolerant forest gardens throughout the floodplain
zone. It will be necessary to coordinate with Oregon Department of Forestry to develop
an alternative RMA management strategy if this is to be implemented.
It will be necessary to construct new bridges once the floodplain is raised. A
series of higher rope bridges, cable chair-pulls, or ziplines may be a good option for the
new access bridges. Vehicle access across this unit will remain at the culvert crossing. In
order to bring horses and vehicles upstream it will be necessary to relocate the bike shed
near the road crossing as it blocks the old road that allows access up the drainage as well
as onto a road grade that leads up into unit 11.
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Image 24:

BLM land in yellow depicts further work that could leverage the log
placement project already occurring on Apro’s land.
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Image 25:

Checkdams have raised the stream bed approximately 5 feet in
this location; returning flow to historic side channels and
spreading winter water throughout the entire floodplain.

Unit 9
This area is designated as a no-timber harvest zone for next 10 years. A patch of
bamboo should be thinned every three years in this unit.
Unit 10
This riparian drainage will be managed as a “coastal analogue zone”. Coastal
huckleberries, thimbleberry, salmonberry, salal, and red and blue elderberry will be
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encouraged and planted along the streamside corridor. The bridge that connects Unit 9 to
Unit 11 must also be repaired in the next 2 years. The spring water line will be re-routed
through this unit in order to remove it from being in the way of timber harvest projects in
unit 11.
Unit 11.
This unit will follow the same harvest and monitoring protocol outlined for unit 1
and follow the principles outlined in section 12.2. A horse access trail will be cut along
an old road grade in order to enable timber extraction from this area. A landing will be
established at the top and bottom of this trail.
All camp sites within this unit should be relocated to more than 100 feet from any
openings in order to limit danger from wind-thrown trees. All camping platforms need to
be investigated and repaired if necessary.
Unit 12
This small meadow has been utilized as a camping site and periodic gathering
space for youth workshops and other events. It is in need of a series of significant
infrastructure upgrades before it can be utilized again. These include:
● Clean and repair the solar shower system and deconstruct the wood-fired
assist component. The wood assist is a fire danger and safety hazard.
● Deconstruct the compost toilet and install a new system.
● Construct a good hand washing station.
● Install a roof over the bath tubs and over the cob bench.
A beautiful vision for this unit, designed around a children’s outdoor school
program, was created in the 2016 PDC. As inspiration for future possibilities, those
documents are included in a folder on the Appendix documents.
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Unit 13
This unit will be managed as a periodically grazed meadow. With the riparian
forest to the south and the firebreak of the gravel road to the North, this meadow will also
be managed through burning as legally and logistically possible.
Unit 14
A strong solar orientation has informed a general pattern of solar oriented
development. “Sun-trap” layouts have been implemented at numerous scales:
surrounding the entire unit, conifers have been cleared back to allow for solar inputs
throughout the unit and along this edge, nut trees and forest gardens have been
established. Two primary development zones; the residential area and the campus zone,
have their own solar oriented layout with buildings and plantings oriented to maximize
solar inputs. Each intensive garden plot also has its own micro sun trap with taller trees
on its northern side and dwarf trees, shrubs, and other perennials to the east, south, and
west. Water earthworks continue to be integrated into this general pattern to provide
passive irrigation to these perennial plantings.
The unit is situated on the ridge and sideslopes of a primary ridge bordered to the
east and west by the drainages in units 2 and 4 as well as calico creek its self. This
geographic orientation lends its self to keyline layouts for water and access across the
site. In 2010, as part of a spring water right in unit 2, Aprovecho has permission to
implement water diversion from the valley to the ridge across the unit. As ponds are
developed, their placement allows access across dams onto trail systems that lead to the
tops and bottoms of different sun trap zones.
Unit 15 (described originally in the vegetation types and management units
section above) will be cleared of its conifers and allowed to integrate into the western
edge of the garden area inside the campus zone. The trees are mostly diseased and dying
from the Douglas fir engraver beetle. What was formerly unit 15 will integrate into the
forest garden plantings that grade out of the intensive gardens on this side of the unit. The
forest gardens will grade into an open oak savanna-type layout as the forest garden
transitions to the oak woodland vegetation type in unit 7. The savanna with its
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agroforestry integrations and the oak woodland its self will be utilized as part of the
silvopasture circuit that navigates around units 13 and 14.
A second clearing will occur above and to the west of the staff cabins at the top of
the unit. Diseased and dying trees will be cleared to make way for a savanna planting of
oak, chestnut, heartnut, walnut and other high-pruned tree species. Pasture will be
maintained underneath for sheep and other grazing animals. This low-intensive
management zone will provide a shaded fuel break before the firebreak created by the
road dividing this unit from unit 3 above. Together, the two clearings will yield
approximately 10,900 board feet from approximately 40 Douglas firs.
This winter (January 2019), the old lodge fell down above the old orchard in this
unit. This area can be cleared and managed as a timber processing and storage zone for
the next 10 years. The solar wood drying kiln for Arovecho’s forest operation is located
in the parking lot for the main campus. The possibility of relocating this to the old lodge
site should be explored.
This unit will integrate a silvopasture circuit for sheep and other grazing animals.
Grazed areas will include above and beside the residential zone, in the oak meadow, in
the meadow below the garden and in the old orchard below the lodge. This system will
provide a brush control function for fire protection as well as increase the fertility and on
site yields of food and fiber.
16.

Aesthetic Resources and Recreation
Management actions should be undertaken in a way that protects the aesthetic and

recreational capacity of the site. Open vistas, meadows, oak openings, and diverse and
complex forests all contribute to the aesthetics of a site. Most harvest operations will
cause temporary impacts; therefore all work should be undertaken with aesthetic
consideration in mind.
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17.

Harvesting Tools
For on-farm equipment, 4X4 tractors in the 55 horsepower range can work for

operations of this scale. A cabling winch runs off of a power take off at the back of the
tractor. If you own the tractor, the PTO can also be used to operate a chipper, a mower,
and other farm implements. The front of the tractor can be outfitted with a bucket for
minor earth and brush moving.
A second option involves the use of a grip-hoist and wheeled arch. The grip-hoist
is a large come-along with a significant amount of mechanical advantage built in. It can
be anchored to a tree and used to pull a mainline attached to a choker cable on a felled
tree. A wheeled arch can be used to keep the tree off the ground which minimizes impact
and reduces friction on the cable.

Image 26:

Grip-hoist and Rigging / Wheeled Arch
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18.

Monitoring Plan

Four monitoring projects will be undertaken. The first monitoring project will involve
tracking the growth of all forest units under the individual and group selection processes
described above. This will happen in the context of permanent plots surveyed every 5
years and unit level timber cruises, plant inventories, and animal surveys conducted every
ten years. A second monitoring project will take place during the oak savanna restoration
project. Permanent photo-points will be utilized following the “OWEB Guide to Photopoint Monitoring”. A third photo-point monitoring project will take place during the
Calico Creek log placement project. Finally, all silvopasture zones will be monitored as a
component of a planned grazing system.
19.

Research and Educational Opportunities
The research and educational opportunities associated with carrying out this plan

are myriad. A complete list of research and education objectives will be developed as a
component of the 5-year programming plan that will accompany this land stewardship
document.
20.

Sources of Assistance
Aprovecho will reach out to the Lane County Chapter of the NRCS as a potential

participant in the following programs:
A.

Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP)

The CSP is designed to pay landowners for improving environmental issues on their land.
It applies to cropland, grassland, prairie land, improved pasture land, rangeland, nonindustrial private forest land, and agricultural land under tribal jurisdiction.

CSP

payments to a person or legal entity may not exceed $40,000 in any year and $200,000
during any 5-year period. There are two possible types of payments: An annual payment
for installing new conservation activities and maintaining existing activities and a
supplemental payment for the adoption of a resource-conserving crop rotation.
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B.

Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP)
EQIP has become the program of choice for a lot of projects. Current cost share

payments applicable to this site may include:
●

Forest Slash Treatments

●

Forest Stand Improvement

●

Forest Trails and Landings

●

Prescribed Burning on Woodlands

●

Tree/Shrub Establishment

●

Tree/Shrub Site Preparation

●

Upland Wildlife Habitat Management

●

Windbreaks/Shelterbelts

●

Riparian Forest Buffer Design and Installation

●

Hedgerow and Pollinator Plantings

●

High Tunnel Installation

●

Prescribed Grazing Plan

●

Cross Fencing

●

Off-channel Livestock Watering System

●

Microirrigation

The program can be modified by a state agency depending on regional needs and
priorities. Currently, Lane County has two priority funding projects:
Forest Resistance and Resilience Improvement Strategy
The forestland in the foothills of the Cascade Range and the Coast Range that ring
the Willamette Valley has a limited capability for forest resistance and resilience to
disturbance measures due to recent management that has reduced structure and
complexity. These monoculture forests are particularly susceptible to risks for fire, insect
pest and disease outbreak, and drought events that have severe effects that compromise
the capability of the system to maintain or return to a functioning ecological state. These
risks are expected to be further elevated with projected climate variability over the next
century. The Forest Resistance and Resilience Strategy will improve forest diversity that
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gains resistance and resilience to disturbance events, thus reducing the susceptibility to
effects that impair the long term function and lessen the ecosystem services provided by
forests in priority areas. Conservation funding includes:
●

Forest Stand Improvement

●

Woody Residue Treatment

●

Brush Management

●

Herbaceous Weed Control

●

Tree/Shrub Site Preparation

●

Tree/Shrub Establishment

●

Tree/Shrub Pruning

●

Conservation Cover

●

Forest Management Plan - Written

●

Structures for Wildlife

Lane Oak Habitat Enhancement Project
The goal of the project is to enhance 1,000 acres of threatened oak habitats within
ODFW Conservation Opportunity Areas. In order to restore and expand oak woodlands
and savannas, invasive weed species must be suppressed, trees that compete with oaks
must be controlled, and new plantings of oaks must be established and maintained to
ensure their prosperity. These tasks will be the focus of the implementation plan, with the
ultimate intention of revitalizing current oak populations and creating corridors to unite
oak habitats that have previously been isolated. This will not only prevent the
disappearance of Oregon White Oaks from their historic occupancy, but will improve the
prospect of survival for many species that thrive in oak habitats. Conservation funding
includes:
●

Forest Stand Improvement (666)

●

Woody Residue Treatment (384)

●

Conservation Cover (327)

●

Brush Management (314)

●

Fence (382)

●

Heavy Use Area Protection (561)
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●

Pipeline (516)

●

Watering Facility (614)

●

Herbaceous Weed Control (315)

Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program (WHIP)
WHIP offers incentives for planting habitat composed of beneficial species.

Funding changes every year based on what is deemed important, what money is
available, and which regions and habitats are in priority.

D.

●

Forest Stand Improvement

●

Forest Trails and Landings

●

Prescribed Burning in Woodlands

●

Tree Shrub Establishment, Site Preparation, and Pruning

●

Upland Wildlife Habitat Management

●

Windbreak/Shelterbelt Management

Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE)

This grant-based programs typically administers 3 year grants.
●

Farmer/Rancher Grants ($6,000 per individual and up to $18,000 for groups of 3
or more)

●

Research and education grants (up to $10,000) in which researchers partner with
landowners.

●

Professional development grants

●

Graduate student grants (up to $10,000)

● Youth and Youth Educator Grants ($400 for youth and $2,000 for youth
educators)
Aprovecho will reach out to the Oregon Water Enhancement Board and the
Coast Fork Willamette Watershed Council to participate in the OWEB small and large
grant programs for the following projects:
● Culvert Installations on the Gravel Access Road
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● Calico Creek Log Placement
● Technical Assistance in Developing a Watershed Scale Restoration Plan
21.

Action Plan

2019
•

Hold conversations with NRCS, Watershed Council, BLM, and Soil & Water
Conservation Service, and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife about cost
share opportunities and partnerships in forest regeneration, oak savanna, pasture
improvement, hedgerow systems, riparian, and in-stream restoration.

•

Finalize timber harvest plan and plan logistics for log and finished lumber sales.

•

Integrate this stewardship plan into long term organization planning by reviewing
and discussing the plan in the upcoming organizational planning meetings. Align
educational, research, and farm/forest incubator objectives for all relevant
vegetation types and management units.

•

Complete all pre-implementation monitoring projects for all relevant units in
order to generate a “before” baseline for all survey data.

2020
•

Begin to apply for grants and cost share funding to achieve the relevant
management objectives.

•

Mark trees for removal in all relevant forested units.

•

Seek financial support for the implementation of the water and access systems.

•

Plan silvopasture and prescribed grazing systems.

•

Clean up lodge site and convert to a log staging and wood processing area.

2021
•

Initiate first educational and research programs.

•

Implement earthworks in all relevant forest and riparian units and install trail and
road system.

•

Grade gravel access road.
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•

Relocate bicycle shed in order to enable forest vehicle access west of Calico
Creek

•

Begin timber harvest and sales.

2022
•

Complete timber harvest and sales.

•

Rock gravel access road once the timber harvest is complete.

•

Install cross fencing and riparian exclusion fencing in all relevant units.

•

Begin neighborhood partnership for watershed-scale log placement project.

2023
•

Install pollinator plantings, upland buffers, and hedgerows in all relevant units.

•

Introduce more animals to grazing system

•

Implement savanna and forest garden plantings in cleared zones of unit 14.

2024-2029
•

Continue brush management, individual/group tree selection, and tree planting
within all forested units.

•

Implement ferrocement water tank project in unit 3.

•

Begin monitoring of all relevant units.

•

Continue to adapt the grazing and forestry plan.
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22.

Tax and Business Management
Good record keeping can help landowners manage their assets, increase their

revenues, and minimize their tax liability. Timber harvest and other revenue generating
activities generally produce a federal and state income tax liability. Tax credits are
available for some management activities. (See www.timbertax.org)

Good estate

planning can help to lessen tax liability when passing land to heirs.
Incentive programs and tax deductions help landowners achieve greater returns on
their projects. Different sections of the internal revenue code allow forestland owners to
gain tax advantages through reforestation incentives, business investment incentives,
conservation tax incentives, and long-term capital gains. The following incentives may
apply. Landowners should seek professional planning and tax advice.
A.

Reforestation Incentives

Section 194 : Reforestation Deduction and Amortizable Basis Deduction for
“Commercial Timber Production”
This section allows taxpayers to deduct expenses up to $10,000 ($5,000 if married
and filing separately) per qualified property per year of reforestation expenditures and
amortize the remaining expenditures over an 84-month period. The reforested area must
be at least 1 acre in size and costs paid or incurred must be after October 22, 2004. Both
owned and leased lands are eligible for deductions. Qualifying costs include site
preparation, seed or seedlings, and for labour and tools including depreciation of
equipment such as tractors and tree planting implements. The goal of this program is
timber production and does not apply to Christmas tree production, ornamental tree
production, trees planted for only fruit or nuts, or windbreaks.

Timber stand

improvement costs also do not qualify. Tree species that have timber value and serve a
long-term timber purpose must be incorporated into the system for an agroforestry
practice to qualify. Typically, the primary planting intent is the determinant of the
validity of a planting. The IRS recognizes a “forest management plan” as a valid way of
documenting commercial timber production.
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B.

Business Investment Incentives

Section 179 : Deduction for personal property used in an active trade or business
Personal property that is used greater than 50% for farming or forestry may
deduct the cost of the property up to $105,000 in the year it was placed in service instead
of taking the annual depreciation deduction. Qualifying property includes agricultural
fences, machinery, and equipment, business property (printers etc.), livestock, single
purpose livestock or horticultural structures (mushroom structures, drying sheds, etc.).
Most buildings do not qualify for this deduction.
C.

Conservation Incentives

Section 175 : Deductions for conservation and erosion control improvements on
“productive farmland”
In general, all farm expenditures are considered capital expenses and are added to
the basis of the land. Section 175 allows landowners to deduct expenses for conservation
improvements in “productive farmland” at a rate of up to 25% of the gross farm income.
Practices must be consistent with a plan approved by the Natural Resource Conservation
Service and include earthworks construction and maintenance (such as levelling, grading,
terracing, contour furrowing, dams and ponds, drainage ditches, diversion channels and
restoration of soil fertility), eradication of brush, and planting of windbreaks.
Section 126 : Exclude payments received for qualified conservation projects from
gross taxable income.
Section 126 of the IRC allows landowners to exclude all or a portion of costsharing payments received from conservation program from their gross income. This
exclusion only applies to capital expenses for projects that do not substantially increase
your annual income from the property The secretary of agriculture must certify that
conservation, restoration, or habitat improvements has taken place. Excludable programs
under section 126 include Forestry Incentive Program, Forest Stewardship Incentive
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Program, Forest Land Enhancement Program, Wetland Reserve Program, Environmental
Quality Incentive Program, Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program, Conservation Reserve
Program, and various state programs.
Oregon Riparian Lands Tax Incentive
The Riparian Tax Incentive Program offers a property tax incentive to property
owners for improving or maintaining qualifying riparian lands. Under this program,
property owners receive complete property tax exemption for their riparian property. This
can include land up to 100 feet from a stream. A landowner and the Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife must sign a riparian management plan and agreement. A
management plan must detail measures the landowner will implement to preserve,
enhance or restore the riparian area. For riparian land to qualify for this program, it must
be outside adopted urban growth boundaries, and planned and zoned as forest or
agricultural lands (including rangeland), or must have met these criteria as of July 1,
1997.
23.

Regulatory Compliance
Most forest operations on non-federal land in Oregon require the filing of a

Notification of Operations with the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF).

These

activities include: timber harvest; road building and reconstruction; chemical application;
site preparation for reforestation; converting forestland to another use; treatment of
logging slash; pre-commercial thinning; cutting of commercially sold or bartered
firewood and surface mining.
A 15-day waiting period for resource review applies to all submitted notifications.
Certain operations near identified resources may require submission of a written plan that
describes how the operation will be conducted to protect those resources (OAR 629-6050170). Landowners can obtain a current copy of the Oregon Forest Practice Rules from a
local ODF office or from the ODF web site. http://www.oregon.gov/ODF
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24.

Updates to This Management Plan
This management plan will be updated every 10 years. The next update will

occur by 2029.
25.
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